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Nation's Economy May Be Steadying

Unemployment Claims
Hit New September Lov

winners from Calloway
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS - Twelve of the 18 Murray State University Alumni Association
their parents are shown with Bill
County honored at a reception on campus Saturday, Sept. 6, for recipients and
of regents member from Benton. Front
Morgan, Benton, president of the 4,500-member association and board
$500 Century Club; Patricia Lynn
Roberts,
Nell
Angela
noted:
scholarship
their
with
are,
they
left,
row , from the
Tammy Jane Feltner, 9500
Memorial;
Jr.,
Williams,
C.
James
$400
Brandon,
Johnna
Melvin,$1050 Hutson Chemical;
Meleah Rose Paschall, 41050 Hutson
Glenda Boone Memorial; Janet G. Tucker Henson, $1050 Hutson Chemical;
Back row,from the left: Clifton Dale Finney,
Chemical: and Jackie Sue Miller, $400 James C. Williams, Jr., Memorial.
University School, College High; Timothy James FeltTraining,
Murray
S250
Horton,
Allen
Nick
Club;
Century
$500
and Mary Eleanor Wagoner,$500 C.
ner, $400 Joe Dyer Pool Memorial; Lisa Ann Bazzell, $700 Lee Clark Memorial;
Tammy Jannine Melton, $400 Bill
Club;
Century
$500
Crass,
Kay
Susan
were:
S. Lowry Honorary. Not present
W. Burnett: $502 Liza Spann
Henry
Memorial;
iy,illiarris
C.
James
Douglas Memorial; Dwight Watson, $400
Alumni
-total of 11.1154401c.;
Memorial; and Denii.„7SicS Rutherford, $500 Waltenttaticburn
Association-awarded scholarships were recognized at the reception.

- New claims
WASHINGTON )
for unemployment insurance dropped
to a five-month low in early September,
the government reports, providing yet
another indication that the nation's
faltering economy may be steadying at
last.
"It's premature to say the recession
is over, but the economy is proving
stronger than anyone anticipated,"
Labor Department economist Nancy
Barrett said Wednesday. "It could be a
pause in the recession or something
more permanent. We just don't know
yet."
Department officials said a seasonally adjusted 493,000 people filed new
claims during the week ending Sept. 6,
a drop of 20,000 from the week before
and the lowest figure since the first
week of April.
And there were other developments
bolstering the impression of a
recuperating economy.
The Federal Reserve Board reported
Wednesday that U.S. manufacturers
operated at 74.5 percent of capacity in
August, marking the first rise in that
economic barometer in 11 months.
The rate of utilization was only 0.1
percent above the July rate and still far
below the August 1979 level of 84.9 percent, however. The rate was 12.7 percent under the last high,in Alth 1979,
and 5.5_ percent above the srfinv,

Group Will Work With City On Proposal

MES Appoints Central Billing Committee

which occurred during the 1975 recession.
That report followed Tuesday's announcement by the Federal Reserve
that production from the nation's factories and mines increased by 0.5 percent in August after a six-month
decline.
Those two reports indicate increased
activity that could mark the turning
point in the recession that has bogged
down the nation's economy most of the
year.
But Ms. Barrett warned that the
economy may be adjusting temporarily
from the second quarter, "when the
bottom just dropped out," rather than
staging a lasting recovery.
Courtenay M. Slater, chief economist
for the Commerce Department, has
said she thinks the recession ended in
August. She expects the economy will
show modest growth in the third
quarter, but warns that unemployment
is likely to continue rising for several

'Be Prepared!'Should
Be Candidates'Motto
By The Associated
"Be Preparers?" tnay be the motto-of
the major presidential candidates as
well as the Boy Scouts.
Republican nominee Ronald Reagan
and independent candidate John B.
Anderson dropped off the campaign
trail Wednesday to ready lot their nationally televised debate Sunday.
And President Carter, who has refus_ed to take part in that debate, was at the
White House and said to be preparing
for his news conference late this afternoon - which was also to be before the
television cameras.
On Wednesday, Reagan - who has
betm trying to make the president's
refisal to debate a major issue - personally called on Carter to change his
mind and take part in the debate in
Baltimore sponsored by the League of
Women Voters.
"If he does not debate he will be telling the American people that he will not
- that he cannot - defend his record,"
Reagan said. "And if he cannot defend
his record, I believe that the American
people on Nov. 4 will tell him thethey
cannot defend his record either."
Meanwhile, the League of Women
Voters announced Wednesday it had
decided not to place an empty chair on

reduced since the university at times
whereby a resident may pay both bills
cil of the electric company's renewed
with-one -cheek- at either Murray
--does--nM- use the minimum power
interest a eifirearbilutig- gystenitorMunicipal Utilities or at the electric
mand. The contract has a proportional
all city utilities at last week's council
system office.
;maximum and minimum limit.
meeting.
The electric system also wants to con-. -1 Underwood': who stated that the
Presently customers of Murray
seder the possibility of combining the
ais ersity's conts all had 1.een amendWater & Sewer System, the Murray
"meter reading" duties into a central
ed in 1977 and 1979, said he based his
Natural Gas System and the Sanitation---"Crew.
recommendation on the uncertainty of
Department receive a combined bill
In other business, the board decided
future electrical loads at the school
from those three city departments,
not to amend Murray State University's
because of new buildings and the
while the electric system bills separatepower contract upon the recommendapossibility of severe weather.
ly.
tion of Underwood.
"Although the contract amendment
Murray State officials had requested
would mean only about 7 percent to the
However, all departments do
J. D. Outland, the council's representhat the maximum contract demand be
university's total electric cost," Undercooperate in a central collection system
tative on the MES board, told the counwood said, "it would have a much
greater economic impact on the
system."
The board also approved an
employee education program. This program will enable employees of the electric system to take courses at Murray
State provided the courses are after
working hours and are job related.
world glut caused by largely by high
their $35 to $37 a barrel prices,
freeze
By STEPHEN H. MILLER
Saudi production.
er.
mid-Decemb
until
Associated Press Writer
Ortiz said the oil ministers
U.S. economists predicted the $2 a
VIENNA, Austria t AP) - Taking
unanimously backed the plan which at
Saudi increase would add less
barrel
what it said was a step toward OPEC
Saudi Arabia's request cuts the official
than one cent a gallon to the retail price
pricing unity, Saudi Arabia - the oil
OPEC benchmark price from $32 to $30
and heating oil in the United
gasoline
of
cartel's largest producer and
for a 42-gallon barrel. However, since
States.
America's chief foreign oil supplier OPEC militants will not be rolling back
The surprise Saudi price hike took efAn informal "mini-meeting" to upraised its price from $28 to $30 a barrel.
their prices, the net result is an infect immediately after it was announcIn return, OPEC militants agreed to
date the public about activities by the
barrel by Saudi Arabia,
a
$2
of
crease
ed Wednesday night, as the 13-nation
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
which produces one-third of OPEC's
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Commerce was held by the chamber
27 million barrels.
of
output
daily
Countries concluded an often
this morning in the downtown Bank of
"Our price will remain at $35," Iraacrimonious three-day meeting in VienMurray.
Moinfar
All
Akbar
Minister
nian Oil
na. The new Saudi price is 125 percent
chamber
early today. "It's a great
several
reporters
told
Addressing
Jan.
on
charging
above the $13.34 it was
victory for OPEC. We've come to some
and interested citizens, presimembers
1, 1979.
compromise. We are happy."
Mangrum Roofing Co. Inc. of
dent Paul Kiesow discussed several
Rene Ortiz, the cartel's secretary
Iran's allies, Libya and Algeria,
Mayfield has been awarded a $26,645
items the chamber currently has been
ministers
oil
OPEC
the
said
general,
charge $37 a barrel for their oil, as does
-involved with.
contract to replace the roof on Murray
reviewed the world market and decided
Nigeria.
Selection of a the new executive vice
State University's Lovett Auditorium.
inby
the
that excessive stockpiling
In return for the Saudi increase, the
Work on the project is to begin Sept.
president has not been made, Kiesow
dustrialized nations justified the inmilitants pledged to freeze their prices
27 and be substantially complete by
said. There are 32 candidates for the
crease.
until at least Dec. 15, the date of the
Dec. 26. Project administration and inposition and, according to Kiesow, "no
"There's no hole in the world that
next OPEC pricing session to be held in
spection will be performed by Clarence
one has been ruled out although we are
could absorb more oil," he told
Bali, Indonesia. That blocks the price
P. Lefler, director of the physical plant
leaning in a certain direction."
reporters early today, describing the
"leapfrogging" in which other OPEC
Each candidate was interviewed by
at the university.
members have raised prices each time
each chamber board member and
the Saudis boosted theirs.
resumes were reviewed without names,
To help assure that the militants
Kiesow said.
don't break their pledge, the Saudis
Kiesow added that training in insaid they will continue to produce 9.5
development is a primary
dustrial
as
season
the
of
game
toughest
their
facing
Murray High School may be
million barrels of oil a day, a rate that
quality squght in a new vice president.
the
they host the Mayfield Cardinals Friday night. In other prep action,
guarantees a continued world
virtually
he clmmber placed greater em,;...
they
Calloway County Lakers will be looking to make it two in a row as
market glut and makes it hard for the
--plasis ton industrial development
travel to Lone Oak.See details in today's sports section.
militants to sell their high priced oil.
following Tappan's announcement in
Saudi production is about 1 million
April to close its Murray plant, Kiesow
they
than
higher
barrels a day
said.
in
it
to
themselves prefer. They agreed
The president reported that no
July, 1979 in response to a U.S. request
visiters have been to the local plant in
to offset losses caused by production
about eight weeks. Kiesow added that
decreases stemming from the Islamic
Clear and cool tonight with
One Section-IS Pages
in several cases, location of an industry
revolution in Iran.
2
lows in the mid 50s. Sunny and
Aces
takes about four years.
warmer on Friday. Highs in the
16, 17
Classifieds
Dues also have been restructured.
16
low to mid 80s.
Comics
Kiesow said the average dues have
16
Extended Forecast
Crossword
doubled. He added the increased
13
Partly cloudy and warm with
Dear Abby
revenue will help in placing the new exThe Murray-Calloway County
18
little or no chance of precipitation
Deaths & Funerals
ecutive vice president and promoting
Hospital Board will hold its regularly
13
Saturday through Monday. MornDr. Lamb
the area,"a very sellable product."
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in
scheduled
50s.
upper
the
in
5
be
will
ing lows
Garrott's Galley
Committees developed by the
the hospital board room, according to
6_
Horoscope ._
r. ,
chamber and currently in progress inadministrato
Poston,
Stuart
LEVELS
LAKE
2,3,4
Local Scene
clude road, dues structure, statistics,
Items on the agenda include review of
355.63
Lake 113arkley
•
Opinion Page
personnel, All-Kentucky City,
bids for an office in the medical arts
355.62
Kentucky Lake
9,10,11,12
Sports
downtown beautification, retail promobuilding, report from the liability intion and industrial promotion.
surance committee, proposal for longKiesow said more "mini-meetings"
term care beds and a report on the
will be scheduled to inform the public of
building program, Poston said.

A committee to_work_with,the city on
central billing was appointed-from the
Murray Electric System board at the
board's Wednesday afternoon meeting.
The committee, composed of Tommy
Carroll, chairperson Mary Jane
Jarkson.and MES superintendent Ron
Underwood, will meet with a committee expected to be appointed this week
from the Murray City Council's Public
Works Committee.

Saudi Arabia Takes Step Toward
OPEC Unity By Raising Oil Price

months.
The new Labor Department report
suggests the nation's unemployment
rate will be lower this fall than had bee:.
expected, however -- a boon to Press
dent Carter at the height of the election
season.
Officially, the administration
forecasts an 8.5 percent rate by the end
of 1980, but economist-a- doubt
unemployment will change much from
„which
August's 7.6 percent level
means about 8 million people ai'o
ficially listed as unemployed -- 1 ,
after the Nov. 4 election. Only one ;r
jobless report will te releaSed
then, for September. The Oct.
figures will not be released uistil-NI\
In another development; the C,,
merce Department reported that 1.,
ing starts rose 12 percent in Augusi
the third consecutive monthly rise.
economists cautioned that the hou
recovery may be stopped by ri,noe
terest rates.

the stage during the debate as had be'eti
considered to dramatize • Cart.
absente.
"We do not intend to let the 'e,,
chair' controversy overshadow ti
portunity of the American people
focus on the candijiates' discussi..)
the issues,"1 Said
league's national president,
She said league officials 'dec.,.y
regret!..the.presidenaderision sief_tp
attend and added that the invitati.,,
mains open to him.
As for Anderson,lie gained two
victories Wednesday that seem tc
sure he will be on the general eleeti....
ballots in Miii1Y:IiiiMind
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap;,
in Richmond, Va., upheld a '
District Court derision invali,'
Maryland's Mafe-W-rdtarIlMnfse-r)
as a candidate. It concluded
filing deadline did not further
terests in any respect."
In Boston, the 1st Circuit Coors.
peals in Boston upheld a decisic,
U.S. District Judge Eilwar.1
Gignoux, who ruled that Anderson t
entitled to be on Maine's ballot
the state's filing deadline of
discriminated against indent.- '
didates.

In 'Mini-meeting' This Morning

Chamber Activities Discussed
chamber activities and to get feedback
from members and interested individuals.

Mangrum Awarded
Contract For Roof
On Lovett Auditorium

Another meeting will he
a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 23, in the i
Bank.

inside today

today's index

clear and cool

Hospital Board
To Hold Meeting

'MINI-MEETING'- Paul Kiesow, president of the Mur.ray -Calloway Conn
Chamber of Commerce, discussed several chamher ar.tis
,
in a 'mini-meeting' in the downtown Bank of Murray, the
scheduled to inform the public and obtain feedback from interested in.
dividuals on chamber actions.
4
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Joni Denise Scott
Enrolled For Term

Miss Regina Cunningham Is Wed
To Mr. Williams At Ledbetter

At Midway College
Joni Denise Scott, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert N.
Scott of Murray, is one of 306
students who has registered
for the fall semester at MidThe wedding of Miss Regina
way College, Midway.
Dawn Cunningham, daughter
Miss Scott, a graduate of of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby W
Murray High School, is a Cunningham of Dexter Rout'.
sophomore majoring in 1, and David Glynn Williams.
laboratory son of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
medical
technology.
Williams of Murray Route 7,
Midway is planning as was solemnized in a summer
homecoming for Sept. 20 and double ring ceremony with the
21 and its annual International Rev. Paul Bogard officiatinr
Dinner for Oct. 24.
in the sanctuary of the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Presenting a program of
nuptial music were Miss Tona
Lovett, cousin of the bride,
Miss Tanuni Crouse, pianists,
THE FINAL
and Miss Laura Fones,soloist.
COUNTDOWN
One of the many selections
00UkAS
Ni
that Miss Fones sang was
•
"We've Only Just Begun,"
c......1co • 753.3314
which she sang as the ushers
lit the candles. As the mothers
A INFEKEINEISIIMIN
.
were being seated, Miss
Lovett played "Nadia's
CHEVY
Theme." Miss Fones sang
CHASE
RODNEY
"If" and then "With These
OANGEHIELD
Hands," which she sang as the
Caddyshack
bridal party of men entered.
played
Crouse
Miss
"Evergreen" as the
Ends Tonite• 7 00. 9.00
bridesmaids entered.
Fiendish Plot of
The pianists and soloist
Dr to Manchu(PG)
were each presented with a
TARTS TOMORROW
corsage of white carnations.
STEVE
The sanctuary was centered
E
E HUNTER
with a white archway flanked
with two matching columns
and accented with two spiral
candelabra. The archway was
Thru Thurs 9/25
entwined with lilly of the
valley garland and accented
with white love birds at the
top. The columns were accented with Rosevelt ferns.
The unity candle was placed
near the altar.
Family pews were marked
Thru Than 9/ 25
with large satin bows of baby
7.15,9:15+2:00 Sat.,Sun.
blue.
Th• /NOW
I No Passes
The wedding was directed
admrrwre
by Mrs. Billy Joe ( Rita
Lovett. She was presented
with a corsage of white carnations.
Chestnut Si.• 753-3314
Miss Connie Bogard, cousin
of the bride, kept the register
at a table covered with a white
Late Shows fri. 8. Sat.
linen cloth. An arrangement of
Cheri 2 — 11 30
white daisies, blue carnations,
"Pink flozir1PG).
baby's breath, and greenery
Chen — 11,40
in a milk glass bud vase,
decorated the register table.
Adult Entertainment
She was presented a corsage
— 18 or o•er only of white carnations.
The Bride.
The bride, escorted by her
Open 7:00-Start 7:15
father, was given in marriage
Ends Tonite• 7:15
by her parents. She wore a forProm Night(R)
mal gown of snow white.**
Oesth Skip (11).
A
organza and chantilly lace, by
STARTS TOMORROW
Bridal Originals. The empire
o.,
The avidrien(R)
bodice underscored with a
L The Mod Bother(1)
lace band was enhanced by a
SS A Cubed Tues.
half moon sheer yolk outlined
H way 121 5.• 753-3314
with a ruffle of lace and a

C

g
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Thursday,S
Women of
Episcopal Church
7:30 p.m. at the h
bara George, 30E
Street.
— --Business and
Women's Club en
p.m. at the back p
Memorial Liaptis
form carpools to
cottage of Betty 1.
potluck supper. E
ing a salad or dess

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Cunningham chose to
Baptist Women Of
wear a formal length gown of
Oak Grove Meets
apricot tineseta, featuring a
ACESIRA G CORN, JR
fitted blouson bodice with a
At Grooms Home
scoop neck, capelet sleeves
with ties at the shoulder, and a
The Baptist Women of the
soft flowing a-line skirt.
"Bp a lamp in the cham- with that, his game would Oak Grove Church met Aug.
of
Mrs. Williams, mother
ber if you cannot be a light have gone away
26 with Youlonda Grooms for
the groom, wore a pastel pink
in the sky." --George Eliot
their monthly meeting and Biformal gown of qiana and chifble Study on "Worship and
hid with Cons
fon featuring a fitted bodice
Giving Do Count."
West lit up both the chamwith a jewel neckline, an emJane Morton read the
ber and the sky when he South holds 9-I8-B
pire waistline with draped
Prayer Calendar with prayer
used his specialized bid. It
•A 3
pleats overlay across the front
for missionaries having birwasn't only East who knew
•85
extending into a tie sash chif•K Q 86
thdays on this date.
about West's distribution,
fon bishop sleeves, and a full
•A Q 9 7 5
declarer was listening also
New officers elected for the
skirt.
bias
and he made better use of South North
coming year were Hilda
corsages
wore
Both mothers
the information.
Evitts, president; Sara
1,
I+
of white cymbidiums with netWest's cue bid was the
Bagwell, vice president;
ting and white ribbons.
Michaels convention which
Freda Humphreys, secretaryor
trump
no
One
ANSWER:
Mrs. Hayden (Bessie) described a light takeout (7treasurer; Jane Morton, proawkward hand.
Bogard and Mrs. Garnett
11 pts.) for the majors (5-4 two clubs. An
Some would open one dia- gram chairman; Sara
(Zelda) Cunningham, granddistribution or better). mond (or stretch one no Bagwell, mission support.
North's double showed trump) to avoid the rebidding
mothers of the bride, and Mrs.
Refreshments were served.
Reginald (Verdie) Williams, strength and East's jump problem.)
Also present were Delpha
was an obvious preempt.
step-grandmother of the
Taylor, Pauline Story and
Lots of bidding but South - - groom, were presented with
Clara Jean Paschall.
good
his
game.
to
got
still
Aces,
The
to
questions
bridge
send
carnations
white
of
corsages
The next meeting will be
1'0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
the
hearts
took
high
West
breath
baby's
accented with
with self-addressed stamped envelope
Sept. 30 at 8 p.m. with Hilda
the
and
ruffed
declarer
Stone,
and netting. Mrs. Iva
for reply
Evitts.
grandmother of the groom, third round. Three rounds of
proved
interesting
trumps
a corsage but could
received
as West followed suit each
11r. and 111-s. f)arid Glvrin [1.
not attend the wedding due to
time. — Well." reasoned
Steven E. Farmer, D.M.D.
as
Serving
illness.
honor.
of
maid
collar.
stand up wedding band
declarer, "if West had at
Reception
Celisa
Mrs.
were
bridesmaids
The full bishop sleeves were of
least nine major suit cards
Following the ceremony a
all lace with wide cuffs at the Curd Cunningham, sister-inand three clubs, that doesn't
leave too much room for
wrist, edged with a narrow law of the bride, Miss Dee Dee reception was held on the
Sid W. Brantley, D.M.D.
Hale.
lawn.
Lone
Miss
church
and
diamonds." And it was that
ruffle. The flared skirt Darnell,
trees
oak
of
canopy
attendants
Under a
All of the bride's
simple for d6clarer to find
featured intervals of organza
A ttttttInlet that they have assumed theprartier of
and chantilly lace multi ruf- were attired in identical floor the bride's table was laid. The the winning play.
Samuel F. Dural!, D.M.D.
A diamond was led to
fles rising from the hemline length gowns of soft blue dot- table featured a floor-length
and that all records will continue to lw available in ibis
dummy's ace and when
and forming an apron effect ted swiss. The gowns featured lace tablecloth, underlaid in
offo,
West followed. West's hand
adorned with a wide satin bow a fitted bodice and twin pale blue accented with blue
#
was now an open book -- he
garland.
daisy
white
a
of
and
straps
ribbons
spaghetti
rufof
Tiers
back.
OFF11.1- 1101 RS
at the waist
couldn't have another
centerwhite
skirt
and
full
blue
The
The
daisies.
venise
chapel
Wlvlonalas 9:00a.m. lo 400 p.m.
fles formed a full
diamond. The diamond ten
mums
spider
flounce
hemline
featured
piece
9410 amt. to 900 p.m.
a
had
Thunalas
length train.
was led from dummy and
Friolas 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
She wore a chapel length bordered with identical white and daisies.
when East covered, declarThe wedding cake, a many
veil edged with matching lace. venise daisies.
er won his queen. Dummy
2Cold.aler Road
1
915/
They carried white wicker tiered confection, featured
She carried a silk bouquet
was re-entered with the
Moro,. Kentucky
with a large orchid in the fans with - baby blue silk clusters of blue roses and spade king and another dia'Telephoto 7534)879
center surrounded by white forget-me-nots and daisies ac- rosebuds accented with white
mond wasJed through East
stephonotis and blue daisies cented with "greenery and scroll work and baby blue net- for the marked finesse and
ting. The cake was adorned by declarer had made his
with fresh baby's breath and baby blue ribbons.
Miss Deanna Sheppard, three blue satin bells, with game.
leatherleaf.
111111111141 Ritzleok
Had West not_ turned..on
Preceding the ceremony, cousin of the bride, served as cascades of roses falling from
the bride presented a long- flower girl. She wore a formal each. Punch was served from the beacon, it would have
stemmed white rose to her length gown of soft blue dotted a footed crystal punch bowl been doubtful if declarer
the flanked with crystal plates. would have found his way.
matching
mother, and following the swiss
Cereirtarry, she presented Er --bridesmaids. It had short puf- Nuts and baby blue- mints
long-stemmed white rose to fy sleeves with a pinafore type complimented the cake.
9-18-A
NORTH
Serving at the reception was
bodice and a gathered skirt
her new mother-in-law.
The bride's something old with a hemline flounce. The Miss Vicki Bogard, Miss
•K 5
•J 6 2
was a strand of pearls belong- edgings were accented with Karen Travis, Mrs. Donnie
•A 1052
ing to her paternal grand- white venise daisies. She wore (Brenda) Keel, and Mrs. KenK 10 8
•
mother which was handed soft blue satin ribbons edged ny (Delorse) Burton, all
was
Each
bride.
hair.
the
her
in
daisies
of
venise
cousins
with
mother,
her
down by
EAST
WEST
She carried a white lace presented with a corsage of •
something new was her gown,
4 10 9 7 6 2
Q.104
daisies
of
cluster
carnations.
a
white
with
basket
•Q
" -TPA K 10 7 4
something borrowed was a
rosebuds
satin
were
blue
J 97 3
•
baby
Ricebags
and
4
front
in
handkerchief with lace edging
•4
of her maternal grand- streamers. The basket was made of baby blue taffeta ac- +032
SOUTH
cented with green leaves and
mother's, and something blue filled with red rose petals.
•A 3
Glynn Williams, father of stems. They were distributed
was her garter.
IP 8 5
the groom, served as best by Tony Travis, Micky
Attendants
•K Q 8 6
4A Q 975
Miss Susan Byars served as man. Groomsmen were Ricky Bogard, and Steve Bogard, all
Cunningham, brother of the cousins of the bride.
For her going away
bride, Jimmy Cain, and Jesse
Vulnerable: None Dealer
Darnell. The ushers were Ken- ensemble the bride chose to South The bidding:
ny Bogard,cousin of the bride, wear a pale pink skirt and a
multi colored blouse. She wore South West North East
and Jerry Houston.
3•
Dbl
2•
1•
The groom was attired in a a corsage of white roses.
Pass
4*
Pass
snow white formal tuxedo with
The couple spent their Pass
at
Pass
Pass
Pass
tails trimmed in white satin honeymoon in Daytona Beach, 5•
at
and a matching cumberbun Fla., and are now residing
I
Opening lead Heart king
accented with white on white 1906-A Greenbriar Dr., Mur641
North
ruffles. He wore a boutonniere ray.
Out of town guest included: cashed two high diamonds
of blue daisies accented with
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Webb, Eff- hoping for a 3-2 split, and
baby's breath.
The groomsmen, ushers, ingham, Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
and father of the bride were Leon Brann, Union City,
all attired in baby blue formal Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Howard
tuxedoes with tails trimmed in West, South Fulton, Tenn.,
satin with matching cumber- and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
buns with blue on white ruf- Cowan,Fulton, Miss.
Rehearsal Dinner
fles. Each wore a boutonniere
The groom's parents, Mr.
of a single carnation, as did
the grandfathers of the bridal and and Mrs. Glynn Williams,
were hosts for the rehearsal
couple.
Darrin McCuiston, cousin of dinner held at Denean's of the
the bride, served as ring- Holiday Inn. Covers were laid
bearer. He was attired in a for 30 persons.
The tables were decorated
baby blue tuxedo with tails
with light blue candles surmatching the groomsmen,and
Rabbit Jackets, Pant Coats,
wore a boutonniere of a single
rounded with green ivy. The
Solids and Shadow Stripes.
centerpiece
a
carried
the
carnation. He
head table held
Many with Hoods
rings on a white satin pillow
of blue and white daisies and
Reg $121 to $232
edged in chantilly lace with
carnations.
The bridal couple presented
long white streamers tied in
gifts to their attendants.
love knots.

THE
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Announces...
the return of 10 yr.
experienced cosmetologist
Geraldine
(Jerry)
McClard
Give her a call
Tues., Thurs. or Fri.
at

753-6435

Reflections ,l
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SALE:RABBIT COATS

Rabbit Coat* Sale
*77 *122 *144

Layaway till December 24th

•. 4
Al
.
1 114
)
:
...Hoe E.

PEO Luncheon Is Saturday
Receive Your
Chapter M of the P.E. 0. goals.
Devin Country House Sisterhood
Arranged by Mrs. Gerald
held its first fall
meeting in the home of Mrs. Hudder, a program covering
William Major on Saturday, regultations of the Sisterhood,
Gift Set. . .FREE
Sept. 13, with Mrs. Larrie was presented.
Other than those named
Clark as assisting hostess. A
previously, members present
buffet luncheon was served.
with any $8.50
included: Dr. Joan Maupin,
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette
Miss Susan Ramp, and
Devin Purchase.
presided with Mrs. Olga
Mesdames N. T. Beal, Lewis
Freeman leading devotions Bossing, Robert T. Bryan, M.
from Romans 12. Chairman of
Only At
P. Christopher, George S.
the Continuing Education

Hart, Alfred Lindsey, Henry
McKenzie, H. L. Oakley, John
E. O'Brien, James W. Parker,
John C. Quertermous, John W.
Twomey, A. H. Titsworth, and
Mrs. Edward M. Nunrielee, of
Final plans were laid for the. Mayfield.
Thepext regular meeting of
Flavor of Kentucky Luncheon
schedulecTfor Saturlay, Sept. the Chapter will be on Oct.6 irr
20, the Chapter's Annual pro- the home of the president
when the annual Stitching and
ject in support of the
Stirring meeting will be held.
Sisterhood's . Educational

Pictured

Diamond Pattern
Natural Rabbit Jacket
Reg $121,S M L

Sale $77

HA
Irsmc

•Furs Labeled To Show Country
of °Non of imported furs

And W

Committee, Mrs. L. J. Hortin,
reported arrangements complete for sponsoring a student
at Murray State University in
her application for a grant!

•P

Chestnut St.
•

410..411•••••••••••••

Bet Air Center and Olympic Plaza
Shopfaliy 10.9, Sunday 1-5

Angie intclioux_Nomej..cafooke41

•• --nien-awainen,,...,„

*
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Coming Community Happenings Listed
Thursday,Sept. 18
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Barbara George, 306 South 13th
Street.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at 6
p.m. at the back parking lot of
Memorial Baptist Church to
form carpools to go the lake
cottage of Betty Lou Hill for a
potluck supper. Each is to bring a salad or dessert.
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
house with the program by the
Murray Squar-A-Naders.
Christian
Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian Church will have a salad
supper at the church library at
6:30p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Annual Kentucky Music
Educators Association Marching Festival will begin at 6
p.m. at Stewart Stadium, Murray State University. Admission will be $1 per person.

Thursday,Sept. 18
XI Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30p.m at the Ellis Center.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 18th
Street.
After School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian
Church.

Friday,Sept. 19
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will hold its
monthly campout at Piney
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes. A supper of sandwiches, salads, or desserts
will be served at the campsite
of Fred and Martha Butterworth on Friday at about 6
p.m. due to activities of
Campers Fair on Saturday.

Men's Stag Night will be at 6
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Tom Rushing, Ed
Carroll, Dick Stout, and Buddy Parker in charge of arrangements.
Workshop onAcrylicPastels with Kathy Dowdy as
instructor will be from 1 to 3
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
For information call 753-4059.
Winsome Sunday School
Class of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Jane Rogers.
Gil Layman of the Success
Motivation Institute will speak
on "How to Set and Achieve
Your Goals" at 4 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
Friday,Sept. 19
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.

Club membership social will
be at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Program on Curds and
Whey will be from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Point, Lae
Between the Lakes.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Transportation for shopping
for senior citizens will be held
and call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m, for afternoon shopping.
Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.

SEMITS
PADUCAH

MURRAY

BRIGHT'S CHARGE
or LAY-A-WAY

HIQHTS
COAT SALE
- COAT SALE
Sensational Styles In Cloths & Furs
Put Yours On Lay-A-Way Now and Save

30%

. by
VANITY
FAIR,
These lovely lJnderglows' underthings will set you aglow
The underwire contour two with lightly fiberfilled cups
of satiny Glosondo• with anticling Astray' Ill matches
the lace bordered peth to complete this beautiful set
Also see the matching camisole, cutaway petti, bikinis
and lo brief Eight colors: white, cappuccino, mauve,
honey beige, moonbeam. pecan, plort,erteA water illy

mErs

HALSTON

Exhibit of African Heritage
including Ethonographic artifacts and art from the
African continent will open today at the Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, and continue
through Oct. 15. This is free
and open to the public.

Ross, baby girl (Rachel
Diane), Rt, 5, Benton.
Crutchfield, baby girl ( Lois
V.), 203 Maple Street, Murray.
,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dava L. Tabers and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 115B,
Kirksey; Mrs. Jeannie A. Harris and baby boy, Rt. 6, Box

tucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
•
Murray State Racers Cross
Country Team will meet
Western Kentucky in a fivemile run starting at 11 a.m, at
the Murray Country Club.
Awards presentation of 16th
annual Murray State Invitational Golf Tournament will be
at approximately 1 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

Sunday,Sept. 21
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Campers
Fair with open house for the
general public from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Piney Campground;
Saturday,Sept. 20
Hazel Lodge No. 831 will The Question of Hunting at 1,
have a family potluck supper 2, 3, and 4 p.m. at Center Staat 6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Com- tion; Gospel Sing at 2 p.m. at
munity Center. All members The Horneplace-1850.
and their families are invited.
Widows of past masons are
especially invited. Meat,
bread, and drinks will be furnished.

NURSES' MEET — Mrs. Dorothy Higginbotham, guest
speaker, will speak on "Nursing Care of the Respiratory
Patient" at the sixth and final session of the Respiratory
Patient Workshop of the District 17 Unit 1 Licensed Practical Nurses Association to be held on Monday, Sett. 22,
at 7 p.m. in the private dining room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her talk will be taped and
played on Tuesday, Sept. 23, at 1 p.m. in the dining room
at the hospital. All Area I.PNs are urged to attend the
meeting on Monday.

49B, Murray;
Vernon E
Shown, 1404 Sycamore Street,
Murray.
Willie E. Oglesby, 522
Walnut Street, McKenzie,
Tenn.; Eugene B. Frank, lO26
W. Herbert, Downers Grove,
Ill.; Mrs. Kathy A. Lyons, Rt.
8, Box 886, Murray, Mrs. Jo
Eva McDougal, 1006 Pare
Street, Murray; Adam
Houk, Rt. 3, Box 256A, Murray.
Mrs. Charlotte Dunn, Rt. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Sandra G.
Lyons, 1214 College Courts.
Murray; Ralph _E. CraM, fit
I, Box 194, Puryear, Tenn.,
Amanda D Barrow, 105
Williams, Murray; Mrs.
Caddie A. Smith, Rt. 1, Box 83,
Dexter.
Charles W. Scott, Rt 6, Murray; James Steven Shelton,
Mayfield; Mrs. Sue B. Hall,
Box 233, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
0. Murrell Smith,903 Fairlane
Drive, Murray; Rebekah
Brock, 1518 Oxford, Murray.
Daniel D. Tate, 304
Caldwell, Paris, Tenn ; Mrs.
Ora L. Bucy, Rt. 8, Box '710,
Murray; Robert S. Skinner,
403 Ash Street, Murray:
William Bryan Tolley, 1326W
Main Street, Murray; Mrs.
Lyda M. Overby. Box 33, Dexter.

League of Women Voters
will have a membership
meeting at the Calloway
Public Library at 10 a.m. All
interested persons are invited.
A free babysitter will be provided.

MA'

(#at

Ilurray State Racer Golfers
will be hosts to approximately
15 teams from across the
Midwest in the 54-hole, 16th
annual MS Invitational Tournament at the Murray Country Club. Awards presentation
will be at approximately 1
p.m.Saturday.

Adults 152
Nursery 11
9 —11-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Allen, baby girl Carla). Rt.
3, Box 33A, Murray.
Woods, baby bby (Maria
Belinda t, 309 North 10th
Street, Murray.

Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.

Fall weather is the perfect time to get anew
dress, and Bright's 'rosa beautiful selection of
custom size dresses to put some zest in your Fall
vrordrobe The colors for Foil ore rich and full
ohlife Easy core Polyester "sakes comfort the
prettiest dress your favorite Choose from
sizes I 2SS thru 24)5 priced from 30
.
to 92
.
'

10% TO

Saturday,Sept. 20
Workshop on Watercolors
A roadblock for the Cystic
with Emily Wolfson as in- Fibrosis drive will be held
structor will be from 1 to 4 from 10
a.m. to 12 noon at Five
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild. Points by pledges of the Alpha
For information call 753-4059.
Omicron Phi Sorority. Murray
State. 'The Walkathon will be
College
Level Ex- Oct. 4 at the City-County Park
Test for
amination Program I CLEF'I
will begin at 8:30 a.m. in
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Room 101, Ordway Hall, Mur- Alanon will meet at 8 p.m at
ray State University.
the west end of the West Ken-

The Knights of Columbus
will have their second annur 1
fish fry in the new Parish
Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church, with serving from 12
noon to 6 p.m. Cost will be $4
for adults and $2 for children
under 12.

Fall Splendor In
A Half Size Dress

,

SPITAL NEWS

Friday,Sept. 19

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Campers
Fair with open house for the
general public from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. at Piney Campground;
Curds and Whey from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Empire Point;
Jams, Jellies, and apple Butter Makin' at 10 ,a.m. at The
Homeplace-1850;
Deer
Population '80 at 1:30 p.m. and
Bowhunters checklist from 2
to 4 p.m. at Center Station.
Ladies Inspirational Day
will be held from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Each
one is to bring a dish of salad
or sandwiches for the luncheon. Baby sitters will be
provided.

SAVE $6.11

SAVE $4.11

SAVE $10.11

SAVE $5.11

1288988 29881188
d
Mon s P•o 18 90

Loy. Dog $13 99

WS4

.aaintle.1101314.1.0.1-1.246;
Womon s r99 $i,rt

Mon sliog $39 80

America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store.

Payless ShoeSource

Women's and Girls'
loot Socks

SPORT POMS
Rcir; 00
(

Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 North

Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sun.
759-4920

NOW 2
FOR $1.00

PRE-INVENTORY SALE
THE ONCE A YEAR SALE YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR
SOFAS-CHAIRS- LOVE SEATS
25% to 40% OFF
25% to 40%
OFF
70%
to
25%
OFF
BEDROOM
DINING
GROUPS
GROUPS
25% to 40%
OFF
ACCENT
PIECES

25% OFF
EVERYTHING

25% to\
30% OFF
25% to 50% OFF
SOFA
SLEEPERS
ACCESSORIES

25% to
50% OFF
OCCASIONAL
TABLES

ENTIRE STOCK
AT LEAST

25% to 30% OFF
RECLINERS

It's More Than A Name
And We Have It For You

gIRMNT'S

szc,

451 South 16th. St.
Paducah, Ky:42001
443-6432

Open: Mon-Sat 8:30-5:00
Fridays 8:30-8:00

St

•
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McCord-Benton Vows
Solemnized At Home

SPUN_ NEWS

Adults 148
Nursery 11
9-10-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Jamesion, baby boy (DebMiss Tern Denise McCord,
bie), Rt. 1, Hardin.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
girl
Edwards, baby
Herbert Donald McCord, of
(ElizaL-zth ), Box 62, Dexter.
Murray, was married to Larry
DISMISSALS
Dean Benton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lily Fay Mohundro,
Mrs. Jack Benton of Murray,
Rt. 8, Box 510, Murray; Mrs.
in a mid-summer wedding at
Janie M. Henson and baby
the home of the bride's
boy, RL 5, Mayfield; Mrs.
parents, with the Rev. Dr.
Janice F. Lewis and baby girl,
David Roos officiating.
Box 484, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Boone,
Patricia A. Schroeder and
soloist, presented a program
baby boy, Rt. 1, Dexter;
of nuptial music.
William R. Pendergrass, at.
The wedding was performed
1, Farmington.
in front of the fireplace
Randy Garland, at. 5, Murdecorated with greenery and a
ray; Mrs. Doris A. Colley, lit.
brass arch adorned with jade,
7, Mayfield; Mark M. Beane,
,te
rubrum lilies, daisies, oriental
109 South 12th Street, Murray;
poppies, bakers fern and
James M. Carson, 1403 Henry,
baby's breath.
Murray; Clarence Elkins, Rt.
3, Box 299, Murray.
Bride's Dress
Lori L. Rushing, 1401 Henry,
The bride, escorted by her
Murray; Mrs. Donna R. Boyd,
father, and given in marriage
701 Broad, Murray; Steve B.
by her parents, wore a formal
Brittain, 1128 South Ninth
gown of white organza in a
Street, Mayfield; Mrs. Dortha
The
styling.
silhouette
M. Jones, 810 South 16th
scooped neckline and short
Street, Murray; Johnnie Fred
cap sleeves of the princess
Beaver, 503 Broad Street,
lines were enhanced with
Murray.
venise lace. Narrow bands of
Jerry D. Edwards, Rt. 1,
lace extended from the bodice
Dexter; Thomas L. Guthrie,
to the deep flounce encircling
11r. and lIrs.l.arrA !ham Benton
1406 Sycamore, Murray; Mrs.
the hemline and chapel length
L,egena J. McKinney and baby
Reception
Rehearsal Dinner
train rising to a pyramid in the
The groom's parents, Mr. girl, 1601 W. Olive, Murray;
Following the ceremony the
center front.
the lawn and Mrs. Jack Benton, enter- Hal W. Perry, Rt. 5, Box 354D,
Completing the bridal reception was held on
the
bride's
parents
with tained with a rehearsal dinner Murray; Randy Shawn
of
ensemble was a fingertip
Tommye
D. at the Brass Lantern at Darnell, Rt. 1, Box 199B, FarMesdames
Spanish Mantilla of silk illumington.
Aurora.
Taylor,
Tip
Miller,
James
Lee
sion edged in matching lace
Sandra J. May, Rt. 4, Box
The women were presented
Harmon,
Gerald
McCord,
Ray
defined with venise rosettes.
lei's. The groom presented 732, Murray; Carson R.
Frank
Rademacher
and
She . carried a classic
gifts to his attendants, as the Dayley, 208 Irvan, Murray;
cascade bouquet of white James and Miss Julie Peebles,
bride had presented her atten- Mrs. Jenine M. Winker and
gardenias and green ivy in a Miss DeAnn Thornton, Miss
Cathy McCord, Miss Lori dants with gifts at an earlier baby boy, 2100 Brookhaven,
medley of baby's breath.
Murray; Mrs. Eulala L. Mcluncheon.
Miss Mary Smock, Murray, Brnadon, and Mrs. David Mcwas maid of honor. Cord as hostesses.
The refreshment table,
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Donna
Cathey and Miss Debbie Mc- covered in a white eyelet
Cord, sisters of the bride, both cloth, was centered with an arrangement of reezia, oriental
of Murray.
The attendants wore iden- poppies, azala blossoms,
-Geal floor length gowns Of' rubrum lilies, daisies, bakers
shadow pain voile in a fern' and baby's breath in a
woven basket. Appointments
cezanne blue and white daisy
print with cezanne blue satin of brass and wood were used.
The three tiered cake was
cumberun. They carried
table,
European bouquets of rubaun centered on a separate
covered with a white eyelet
daisies,
roses,
reezia,
lilies,
cloth and decorated with
oriental poppies, bakers fern
green ivy and roses, baby's
and baby's breath.
—The-grtitirti'WM-attired 11'14— breath and baker's fern.
Rice bags arranged in two
navy blue suit with a boutonwicker baskets were
niere of ti leaf and a gardenia.
David Benton, brother of the distributed to the guests by
groom, served as best man. Miss Mlyson Bolin and Jason
Groomsmen were Cliff Dibble Adams, cousin and nephew of
and Donnie Guthrie, both of the bride and groom.
The couple left after the
Murray.
They, along with the bride's reception for a wedding trip to
father, were attired the same Panama City Beach, Florida.
as the groom. Groomsmen They are now residing at Pine
wore boutonnieres of white Bluff Shores, Calloway County.
roses and baby's breath.
Mrs. Laurie Rollins of MurOut of town guests included
ray, kept the register at a Mr. and Mrs. Jim Condict,
table on the patio, covered in a Louisville; Beth Laresin, Dr.
white eyelet cloth and and Mrs. Gerald H. McCord,
centered with an arrangement Mr. and Mrs. David McCord,
of flowers in a wicker basket.
Greg McCord, Cathy McCord,
'For her daughter's wedding, Beth Harper, Hopkinsville;
Mrs. McCord wore a dress of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCord,
french georgette in the color of Madisonville; Mr. and Mrs.
olive green.
Joe Bolin, Allyson Bolin, Clay
The groom's mother, Mrs. Bolin, Clinton; Brad Barnett,
Benton, chose to wear a dress Bobby Knight, Houston, Texof apricot clored cotton batiste as; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Benton,
shirtdress.
Mrs. Mary Cooper, Mr. Scott
Both mothers wore corsages Cooper, Little Rock, Ark.; Mr.
of green ivy and baby's breath and Mrs. Sam Smith, Mrs.
centered with white roses.
Eva Baker, Mrs. Doris Gibbs,
Mrs. Marvin Hale and Mrs. Memphis, Tenn.; Mr. and
J. A. McCord, grandmothers Mrs. Ray Rademacher, Fred
of the bride, and Mrs. Eva Baker, Munster, Ind.; Mr. and
Baker, grandmother of the
Mrs. Frank James and Mr.
groom, were presented cor- and Mrs. Jim Peeler,
sages of glamelias and jade.
Paducah.

Sarah Ann Coller
Wed To Mr. Mason

Carty, 1010 Doran Road, Murray; Mrs. Gracie C. Magee,
1040 Manley,Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. Lillie E. Chambers,806
South Ninth Street, Murray;
Henry J. West, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Henry L. Windsor, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tenn.; Loyd C.
The wedding vows of Miss
Houston, Rt. 3, Box 179, Mur- Sarah Ann Coller, daughter of
ray; Mrs. Bertha L. Herndon Mr. and Mrs. Claude C. Coller
(expired),836 Hurt, Murray.
of Lorain, Ohio,and Robert F.
Masoh,,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Neale-19. Mason of Murray,
rierelsolemnized in a summer
ceremony at the Saint Anthony of Padua Church in
Lorain,Ohio.
Group B of Women's Tennis
Trumpet solos were by
of the Murray Country Club
Claude Coller, Jr., the bride's
will play on Friday, Sept. 19,
eldest brother, and another
at 9 a.m. at the club. Players
brother, James Coller, read
note the change in time.
passages from The Bible
The lineup is as follows:
chosen by the couple for the
Court No. One — Mug
ceremony.
Rigsby, Annie Knight, Sandy
Brannon,and Vickie Baker.
The bride, escorted to the
Court No. Two — Frances altar by her father and given
Hulse, Janie Ryan, Nancy in marriage by her parents,
Fandrich, and Marilyn wore a wedding gown of white
Adkins.
net designed with a fitted
Court No. Three — Vicki bodice and skirt gathered
Miller, Barb Malinauskas, from a dropped waistline. The
Norma Frank, and Shelia dress was worn by her mother
Grogan.
at her wedding.
Persons needing
a
Miss Gina Coller, sister of
substitute may call Renee
the bride, was the maid of
Wynn.
honor. She wore a pink gown
trimmed in white lace.

Women's Group
Of Tennis Plans
Plan On Friday

ELKINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dale
Elkins of Route 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., are the parents of a
baby boy, Brett Hayes,
weighing eight pounds, born
on Friday, Sept. 12, at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Deborah
Ann Jackson.

The bridesmaids were Miss
Louise Coller and Miss Mary
Coller, also sisters of the
bride, who wore gowns of deep
rose designed like that of the
maid of honor.
All members of the wedding
party carried or wore silk
flowers in colors to match the

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Mason.
gowns.
Dan Golando of Syracuse,
N. Y., was the best man. The
groomsmen were Gil Wilcox
of Murray and John Coller,

brother of the bride.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the
home of one of the bride's
brothers,Claude Coller.

!X NO
few.

Great Fall-Sale.

ta
)

Your Choice. . .
Reg. 15.99 to 19.998.99

Blouses
Only 8.99! Stock up on these for the seasons
very "now" looks! Choose plaids, stripes or
solids in super fall tones.

Skirts
Only 8.99! Our autumn fresh skirts take on a
traditional look with a variety of fabrics, and
prints. Also new fall solids.

Sweaters
Only 8.99! We're right on top of what's
new in fashion with the season's softest
sweaters. You'll adore the many styles!

Pants
Only 8.99! A great chance to
stock up on separate pants.
Hurry in and choose from our
special new fall selection.

The
Jumpsuit is
Back!..and
better than
ever!
Wool Blazer
Tailored
Reg. 60.00

Reg. 49.9916.99
Unrestricted, unconfining, a complete change of
pace. Something
you dash into!
Polished cotton
jumpsuit with unexpected details like
four zip pockets, in
exciting fall tones.
Misses and Junior

39.99

The finishing touch
with pants, skirts or
dresses and one of
the most useful investments
you
could make this
fall. In fall tone
plaids. Misses and
Junior sizes.

1 Carat Cluster
COMPARE & SAVE

a

sizes.

5.00 Will Hold
Your Coat in
Layaway!

as

Versatile Leather Blazer
Reg. 129.00

75.00

A versatile blazer you can wear two ways!
Shown alone, as a coat, they're equally
terrific with a favorite skirt or pants.
Classically styled with two front flap
pockets. In burgundy. Misses and Junior
sizes.

111 11S TOUR
BONUS WM
MI WY S.Awl
.••••1

Dress Sale!... Great Savings!
Reg. 25.00 to 35.99
.4.70:484
Ny75
.
0,PP4e
1
14
'
arr oppng
(
Murr • ,

Open

Doily

10 00 fob 00

11.99

. Just look at this super special price on 'our !slew Fall
Dresses. Select from assorted fabrics in dressy or career
styles Misses and Junior sizes. "

MICHELSON9§

Sat.
10:0010 5.00

Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North

aHakeeir.eltalsaall•

• 1111.16•Imm..........0.,
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
10 Years Ag()
Army PFC Jimmy D. Geurin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Geurtn, received the Purple Heart on Aug. 27 while a
patient at the Walter Reed General
Hospital, Washington, D. C. He was
wounded in action in Vietnam.

EDITORIAL

Loose Rein On
Jobless Pay
A study of unemployment
benefits indicates a prevalence
of excessive benefits and flagrant ducking of work offers by
jobless pay applicants.
But the most distressing conclusion of the analysis by the
National Commission on Unemployment Compensation was
that local offices in the program
were less than forceful in preventing unjustified claims and
payments.
The implication of loose regulation should liven an expected
congressional debate on reform
of the jobless benefit system.
A survey in seven cities
across the nation indicated that
overpayments could amount to
as much as 22 percent in some
areas.
The actual figures may be uncertain because of difficulties in
gathering the statistics on
claimants paid too much or payments to ineligible claimants.

Deaths reported include Herbert
Broach,81.
June W. Smith of Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa, Murray, has been
elected as secretary of the Kentucky
Alpha Delta Kappa.

Contemporary
Religious
Is There God?
By Rev, Wm.Corb
Pastor Calvary Temple
A young lad asked his father, "How
do we know there is a God? Is there any
way to know?"
The father replied, "Do you
remember you laughed at Robinson
Crusoe's finding a track in the sand
when he believed he was alone on the
island? He learned by one mark that he
was not alone and someone else existed
very close by."
What do we learn from the prints of
reality which cover the entire world?
We see the prints of God in the formation of mountains and valleys, the springing forth of plants, flowers and
trees. We wonder at the rushing rivers
and babbling brooks fed from the sky.
We see a great universe perfectly made
and ordered from the tinest speck to the
:gi eatest ai all planets.
What do all these footprints on the
clay of the world mean? They remind
us that God is, God loves, God is present
and God rules.

Kiwaruan Dr. John Mikulcik discussed "Pollution In Persepective" at the
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Emma Sue Hutson gave a dramatic
interpretation of Erma Bombeck's
lates novel, At Wilt's End, at the
meeting of the Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.

Reform, we hope, will be effective. The cost of the study
thus far is almost El million
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
coddense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

Washington Today
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
ATLANTA ( Akti .,•— Outside the
Ebenezer Baptist Church, President
Carter passed to say that anyone who
injected the obnoxious blight of the Ku
Klux Klan into the presidential campaign was making a serious mistake.
Then he went inside to preach politics
— and to renew his own discussion of
the Klan as an issue against Ronald
Reagan.
He didit -iiiirollly arid mdirectry, saying it was the Republican nominee who
raised the Klan issue in the first place.
Actually, it was a Democrat, campaigning for Carter.
It was vintage Carter: renounce an
issue, deny an inference and then make
sure no one within hearing forgets
about it.
In Cleveland, for example, Carter accused Reagan of risking a new arms
race that would heighten the peril of
nuclear war. "I don't want to be
misunderstood," he added."I'm not insinuating that my opponent is for war
and against peace."
In this case, the issue was Reagan
and race, the audience a gathering of
southern black leaders, come to the
church where Martin Luther King Jr.
preached to talk about the campaign
and plan a get-out-the-vote effort.
The turnout of black voters across the
South could be crucial to Carter as he
seeks to fend off the conservative
Reagan and hold his home territory on
Nov.4.
"You've seen in this campaign the
stirrings of hate and the rebirth of code
words like 'states' rights' in a speech in
Mississippi, in a campaign reference to
the Ku Klux Klan relating to the South.
"That is a message that creates a
cloud on the political horizon," Carter
said. "Hatred has no place in this country. Racism has no place in this country."
Reagan indeed used the phrase
'states' rights," once a synonym for
opposition to civil rights legislation, in
an Aug. 3 speech in Philadelphia, Miss.
He said he was for turning some federal

An open house was held at the new
Hazel City Hall on Sept. 17 with the
Hazel Woman's Club as host. Mrs
Hughes Bennett, club president, Hoyt
Like, Hazel mayor, Frank A. Stubblefield, congressman, Dub Russell,
former mayor, and., past city council
members were featured on the program.

Most overpayments detected
involved beneficiaries who were
not really looking for a job. One
recipient ,in nine, according to
the commission report, was ineligible because of quitting a
job or being dismissed for
misconduct.

programs back to the states.
On Labor Day, he criticized Carter
for opening his campaign-in Tuscumbia, Ala., erroneously calling it "the city that gave birth to and is the parent
body of the Ku Klux Klan." He issued
an apology, of sorts, for what the
Democrats called a slur against the
South.

PER Pc-ruAL cAtEND42.

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

They Still Speak That French
Too Fast For An Old Country Boy
The only class I ever took in school in
which I was exempt from the final examination was a high school French
class — two semesters of it. I got where
I could "parler francais" pretty good —
I thought.
Then World War II came along and
our outfit was on the way to Europe. All
the way over on the boat, when I wasn't
tossing my cookies over the side, I was
spouting off my high school French for
the benefit of the fellows, mostly farm

The Klan did endorse Reagan and the
Republican platform. Reagan renounced the endorsement on Aug.6,saying he
had just learned of it and resented the
use of his name.
So the topic was there, ripe for the
campaign picking,
It was a Democrat, Secretary of
Health and Human Resources Patricia
Roberts Harris, who made the Klan a
direct campaign issue. On Aug. 5, she
told the Black Congress on Health and
Law that as Reagan speaks,"many will
see the spectre of a white sheet behind
him."
4+++
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boys from Alabama and Georgia.
The first person we met on the docks
at Le Harve when we landed was a little
boy about seven years old. To the
delight of my buddies, I couldn't
understand a word he said. He talked
too fast and not at all like my Mayfield
High French teacher, Miss Davidson.
I never lived that down, although we
all managed to get along with the proper French word here and there.
++++++
That was a long time ago, and I
geldOm thoughtirthi-Frinchlanguage
until the other day when I met Annie
Obernesser.
Annie, a pretty 20-year-old blond, is a
student at the
"Institut
des
•71 Langues
tals," so she spelled
it out for me, in
Paris. She is studying Russian and
hopes someday to
be a translator.
She was in Murray for a week,
visiting with Suzanne Keesler, Route 1,
Almo, who has been teaching French at
Murray State for 14 years. Suzanne has
made five extended trips to France
with Murray students as part of their
college work. Many of thorn live in
French homes while over there.
Annie, a pretty 20-year-old blonde, is
a student at the "Institut des Langues
Orientals," so she spelled it out for
me, in Paris. She is studying Russian
and hopes someday to be a translator.
She was in Murray for a week,
visiting with Suzanne Keesler, Route 1,
Almo, who has been teaching French at
Murray State for 14 years. Suzanne has
made five extended trips to France
with Murray students as part of their
college work. Many of them live in
French homes while over there.
One such student in Suzanne's group
this past summer was Autumn Corns, a
20-year-old senior from Frankfort.
Autumn was a guest in Annie's home in
Strasbourg in northeast France and
near the Rhine River for a week. They
became close friends.
When Autumn left to return to the
states, Annie told her she would like
very much to visit the United States
and, particularly, Murray State
University.
An effort was made to organize an exchange group of French students to
come to Murray, but they were only
able to round up five of the 15 needed to
make up a grpup. Annie was one of the
five, but she wasn't to be denied.
After talking it over with Suzanne, a
stateside trip was outlined for her, and
a couple weeks ago she showed up on
the campus.
+++++
I had the opportunity to meet and
visit with her last week while here. I
learned right off that the French people
still talk too fast for me. We managed,
however, to understand each other
enough for me to learn a little about
her, her home, her lifestyles and to
glean a few of her impressions of us
Americans, who, incidentally, talk too
fast for her.
Annie has studied English for five
years, but until she made this trip to the
states, she seldom had the chance to
speak it, writing it mostly. She was getting a lot of practice visiting with the
students and with the French classes at
Mayfield and Murray High Schools.
She was in the stands the other night
when the Racers beat Southeast
Missouri, and shuddered at the thought
of the game, all "too violent" for he.
She did laugh heartily, though, when
she said the players "looked funny" in
their uniforms. They play football in
-France, -cite said,•:.-ne game
altogether differest from the one we
know.
She went on to spend the weekend ins
dormitory, went roller skating, had

•-•
•
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By Jeff Nix
"Although it has been 41 years this March since I attended a
Fourth Monday in March in Murray. I have never failed to note the
day and wish to be a boy again and get the thrills I used to get
when Green Taylor, behind Old Blind Joe Hal, came thundering
down Cook Street (Poplar). Maybe other horses were faster and
more fancy, but I never saw a horse go like he could. Many were
the boys that day from Murray to Buchanan and from Concord
to Hazel, who single-footed or paced up to Sunday school on a
young roan horse and proudly said: Yes, this is one of Old Blind Joe
Hal's colts.
"Of course, the other horses that raced madly down the street
to the wild cheers of pushing crowds of men and boys, did filll
justice to their style and breeding, but I remember Blind Joe Ial
best. Regardless of circus fairs, mule buyers or anything else, Fonkth
Monday in March in the early 1900's was the outstanding day of
the year. Early in the morning horsebackers, and if the roads were
not too muddy, buggies and wagons streaked by our house, sometimes before sunup. Tom Elkins, Joe Buchanan, Sam Cherry, Tom
Lawrence, Grandpa Nix and my uncle, Billy Wilson, and his boys,
some to court, some to buy and sell around the square, some to
the swapping ring, and others to see and be seen.
"I remember Lonnie Hill's horse ran away with him to the
buggy and when Lonnie saw he couldn't stop threw the lines over
a stump by the side of the road, said he knew it wouldn't stop him
but thought it might jag him just a little.
"There was. a lot that went on down at the swapping ring
besides exchanging snide horses. If we boys slipped off down there
we had to stay an the outer ring and be prepared to take off on
short notice.
"Ewing Haley and other horse and mule buyers from Memphis
were usually around the, square. I tried to sell my mule to Carry
Tarry and he said: It had too much daylight under him. Mr.
Tarry had been my teacher at Locust Grove but he idn't prepare
me for a statement like that. Too much daylight under him! I've
never heard the expression before or since, but I finally decided
the horse's legs were too long and its body too little.
-While I was holding Old Donna in front of Davis Livery
Stable trying to sell' her, I met Lewis Burton with two for sale
horses and I asked him what he wanted for them. He said, Different
prices.
that I would take them as I was prying diIterenr
prices. He thtitrght at first that I had him, but finally decided he would look further.
To Be Continued
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lunch with a dean and got a big bang out
of all the different accents she noticed
in the conversations.
Although she missed the long, hardcrusted loaves of French bread,
McDonalds and Kentucky Fried
Chicken were nothing new to her. The
French have both all over Paris.
She rides a Moped virtually
everywhere she goes. "Cars are very
expensive and parking is such a problem," she said, adding that for recrealion, in answer to a question she is frequently asked, she goes to the Swiss
Alps to ski, some five hours away by
train. She also likes to swim and dance
to music "much the same as in the
states."
++++++From Murray, Annie set off on her
own to see more of our country, traveling by Greyhound bus and using one of
those tickets which permit you to get
off and stay for a specific period before
having to continue on.
She was going to Panama City, Fla.,
because she always wanted to see
Florida. Then she was going on to
Washington, D.C., and then New York
City before returning to Paris. While in
New York, she will stay in the home of
Jane (Belote) and Nick Spadatino at
Old Bridge, N. J.
Before she left Murray, though, she
personally prepared a "diner francais"
of "boeuf bourgignon" for Suzanne and
her family.
For those of you who never took
French in high school that's a French
dinner of beef cooked in burgundy wine.

Thoughts
- In Season
By Ken Wolf
There is much in the Judeo-Christian
tradition that encourages (either overtly or covertly) a materialistic spirit,
beginning with the injunction in
Genesis to "fill the earth and subdue
it.'•
However,just about the time we have
convinced ourselves that we can indeed
serve two masters, we are likely to be
brought up short by a passage like this
one from the sixth chapter of Matthew
Do not lay up for yourselves
treasures on earth, where rust
and moth consume, and where
thieves break in and steal: but
lay up for yourselves treasures in
heaven, where neither rust nor
moth consumes. For where thy
treasure is. there also will thy
heart be.

Bible Thought
(Co& Will render to every man
according to his deed'. Romans 2:6
Without the act ol taking Child as
Saviour all other deed, are valueless
in the eyes Of Cod
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The Murray City Council paved the
way for the placing of $320,000 in
hospital bonds on the November ballot
for action by the voters of the city.
The
Calloway Fiscal Court recently accomplished the same action with
$430,000 of the hospital bonds.
Deaths reported include Laborn
Massey,97.

Mrs. C. S. (Lillian) Lowry, Murray,
will preside at the state meeting of the
Delta Kappa Gamma Society, Kentucky Branch of the International
Society for Women Educators, to be
held Sept. 24 at Lexington.
Mrs. E. J. Steytler, president, presided at the meeting of the Murray Girl
Scout Council held at the Scout cabin in
the Murray City Park. Mrs. Everett
Ward Outland reported on the recent
Day Camp held for the Girl Scouts.
The Rev. W. 0. Osier is serving as
pastor of the Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Murray.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"David and Bathsheba" starring
Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward.

30 1 ears Ago
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce sponsored tour in Western Kentucky to be held here for four days will
be in Murray on the third day of its
schedule on Sept. 27, according to Paul
B. Gholson, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce. The
tour group is headed by Gov. Earle C.
Clements.
Deaths reported include James Matthew ( Matt) Schroader, 70, Luke
Mason, 50, Walter H. Bucy, 64, and
Cooper Armstrong,72.
Capt. Oliver C. Hood and Lt. (jg)
Richard Hall Hood, Jr., sons of Mr. and
Mrs. R. H. Hood, Sr., of Murray, have
received their orders for duty with the
Armed Forces in the Pacific area.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat the Arkansas A &
M Muleriders 27 to 7 in a football game
played at Cutchin Stadium, Murray.
Mrs. J. A. Outland, Mrs. G. B. Scott,
Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mrs. R. H. Robbins,
and Miss Virginia Moore attended the
regional meeting of the Kentucky
Tuberculosis Association held at
Hopkinsville on Sept. 14. Plans for the
Christmas Seal campaign were made.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Yellow Cab Man" starring Red
Skelton and Gloria DeHaven.

Today ha History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday,Sept. 18, the 262nd
day of 1980. There are 104 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 18, 1793, President George
Washington laid the cornerstone of the
Capitol in Washington.
On this date:
In 1759, the French surrendered
Quebec to the British.
In 1810, Chile declared independence
from Spain.
In 1850. Congress passed the Fugitive
Slave Act, allowing slave owners to
reclaim slaves who had escaped to
other states.
In 1961, United Nations Secretary
General Dag Hammarskjold was killed
in a plane crash in Rhodesia.
Ten years ago, Israel freed more than
400 Arab hostages who had been seized
in occupied territory.
Five years ago, fugitive Patricia
Hearst was apprehended by the FBI in
San Francisco. along with two confederates in the Symbionese Liberation
Army
Last year. Radio Pakistan reported
that former Afghanistan President Nur
Mohammed Taraki, who had been overthrown in a coup, had died of gunshot
wounds apparently suffered in the
palace shootenit.
Today's birthdays. former ftlin,40).r
Greta Garbo is 75 years old. Actor
Hohert Blake is 47..
Thought for today : The height of folly
is to live poor so you can die rich —
anonymous.
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Farm Union On Hard Times;
Admits Defeat At Picket Line
By ROGER GILLAY1T
Associated Press Writer

P

LOS ANGELES( AP)-The
United Farm Workers union
- long the darling of grape.
and lettuce-boycotting liberals
- has fallen on hard times,
Now in the second year of a
with
vegetable
dispute
growers in the rich deserts of
southern California and
Arizona, the UFW concedes
defeat on t/Idtet line andadmits its boycotts do not
have the impact they once did.
The UFW is also running into difficulties over back taxes
and government grants.
Things were considerably
more glamorous 15 years ago.
The UFW's strike against central California grape growers
began Sept. 16, 1965 - the
155th anniversary of Mexican
Independence Day - and
stretched on for five years of
marches,fasts and boycotts.
The bitter but publicity-rich
strike took on sort of a
"Grapes of Wrath" romanticism that captured the fancy
of urbanites from coast to
coast. The colorful union
leader, Cesar Chavez, wearing his familiar plaid shirt and
khaki pants, became a national symbol as he took up the
cause of impoverished Latinos
everywhere.
Today the situation is less
glowing:
-Investigators for the Community Services Administration issued a report challeng-

ing a USA grant of $951,000 in
migrant worker funds and
suggesting the UFW may have
violated a federal regulation
by using the money for union
activities. The USA is expected to decide within a
month what action to take.
-Other federal authorities
are investigating whether $1
million from the Labor
DeparUnent and the former
Department of Health, Educatton and Wellare was misused.
-The Internal Revenue Service says the UFW owes more
than $400,000 in back taxes for
unemployment and Social
Security.
-The state Legislature has
approved a bill prohibiting the
UFW from making members
contribute to its campaign
war chest, effectively curtailing the union's political clout.
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr., a
longtime Chavez ally, vetoed a
similar measure last year and
is expected do the same again.
But mere passage of the bill
indicates an increasingly
hostile political mood directed
at the UFW.
That mood is making itself
felt at the state Agricultural
Labor Relations Board, to
which the UFW had hoped to
turn to salvage something
from its long strike against the
vegetable growers.
The union is asking the
ALRB for unfair laborpractice rulings against the
growers. If the ALRB rules for
the union, the growers could

Grandson Product Of
'Uncaring Family'
VISTA, Calif. ( AP) - The
judge who handed a prison
term to Paul Kelly, grandson
of famed circus clown Em-

Over The Hill
NEW YORK (AP) - For
playwright Edward Albee's
new leading woman, 13 years
old is over the hill.
Albee is searching for a
"nymphet" to play Lolita on
Broadway, but at age 13-andunder most of the aspiring
nymphets who applied Tuesday didn't know much about
Vladimir Nabokov's childwoman.
"I know it's about a little
girl who falls in love with an
older man," said Kern Green,
13.
Albee's script is based on
Nabokov's novel about
Humbert Ihunbert, a 38-yearold professor who is sexually
obsessed by his 11-year-old
stepdaughter.
Albee said the search for his
Lolita could continue up to a
week before rehearsals begin
Dec. 14. He'll know his nymphet, he said, "by a chemical
electric reaction I'll have.-

mett Kelly, said the 22-yearold was a "product of an uncaring family."
Kelly received the maximum sentences of 25 years to
life for first-degree murder
and 15 years to life for seconddegree murder. He pleaded
guilty in the bludgeon killings
of a 66-year-old retired
minister last Nov. 15 and a 22-'!
year-old Beverly Hills antique
dealer.
Superior Court Judge
Michael Greer declined a plea
for hospitalization Tuesday
and left it up to the California
Board of Prison Terms to
decide whether the terms are
carried out consecutively or
concurrently.
Kelly's grandfather and his
father, Emmett Kelly Jr.,
were both famed circus
clowns and he periodically
dressed in their "Weary
Willie" suit and makeup in
hopes of following with the
act.
"You are partly a victim,"
Judge Greer told him, "a victim of your upbringing and the
product of an uncaring family."
It was not known what prompted the judge's remarks.

be forced to pay strikers
millions of dollars in wages
they would have earned had
the growers negotiated and a
new contract been agreed
upon.
But the state Senate has
refused to confirm two Al.ftB
members who growers contend are biased toward the
UFW. According to one board
official, who asked not to be
identified, the senate action
has intimidated many ALRB
members.
-There is a perceived feeling on the part of some people
that caution is the desirable
approach," he said. "There
has been a chilling effect in
general on the morale of the
staff."
In addition, when it returns
from recess next month, the
Assembly will take up a bill
that would revamp the state's
landmark Agricultural Labor
Relations Act of 1975.
The measure would
eliminate the Act's requirement for a speedy union
representation election, often
within seven days, and the
powerful "makewhole
which
remedy," under
employers can be ordered to
pay workers for all wages lost
during a dispute.
"There is a great deal of
pressure on the Legislature to
pass this measure," the ALRB
source said.
One bright spot for the
troubled union is that it
recently snapped a relatively
dry membership spell.
The union was enormously
successful winning elections
- 214 out of 425 - in the six
months immediately following
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passage of the farm labor act.
:14.6"::;8;.;Wie.:.:Vores.•-•-•"1.
Little by little, however,
new unionization efforts slowed to a trickle. From July 1,
1978, to June 30, 1980, only 86
Gillette Good News
elections were held, and the
UFW lost 56 of them.
M.
But since the start of this a
fiscal year, the union has won
16 of 19 contests, mostly in the
northern California vegetable
country near Salinas and San
% 6 Plus 1 Free
Jose.
"There's been a big change 0
Package
ALRB
lately," said
spokesman Bill Camp, who MI
°"
Sale
credited the recent surge in
e
elections on the impact of the s
a
UFW's 21-monthold strike
against the vegetable
growers.
Nonetheless, that dispute
may stand as the union's
worst failure. One striker was
The Longest Acting Nasal
killed, scores of persons were
Decongestant Up To 12 Hr. Relief
injured and millions of dollars
in lettuce, cauliflower, broc15 ML
n
coli and carrots rotted in the
Regular or Menthol
o
1
field.
lin
Sale
Only two of the 11 growers
originally struck have settled,
Il
although a number of others•
led by SunHarvest Inc., the
nation's largest lettuce
Raiff
grower - agreed to contracts
that will boost farmworkers'
wages by more than 60 perContinuous Action
cent over three years (to more
than $6.00 an hour) because of
Decongestant Capsules
cost-of-living hikes.
12 Hour Relief
The strike - the union's
Sale$1 19
10 Capsules
most ambitious because it
took on some of the state's
largest growers - was also
the first UFW walkout over
traditional economic issues.
Previous strikes sought simply to gain recognition of the
24 Oz. Plus 6 Oz. Bonus
union as the field workers'
30 Oz. Bottle
bargaining agent.
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FOR FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 19, 1980
have a most enjoyable time
What kind of day will tomor- with loved ones. Plan
row be? To find out what the something new together.
stars say, read the forecast LEO
given for your birth Sign.
(July 23 to Aug.22) 612
Though one work project
ARIES
may have to be abandoned,
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
you'll enjoy success in other
Despite competition, your endeavors. Seek ways to imbusiness outlook is splendid prove income.
now. Be ready to capitalize on VIRGO
a quick developing opportuni(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
ty.
Though one planned outing
TAURUS
may be a trifle expensive, you
Apr. 20 to May 20 1
should have a grand time
Through travel or a school celebrating. Romance and
activity, you may meet with recreation favored.
romance. Vqacation trips are LIBRA
favored. Expand your (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .1Lrl
—
horizons.
Home will afford you the
GEMINI
privacy you need for imporMay 21 to June 20)
tant accomplishments. Be
It's full steam ahead on alert for a sudden chance for
home improvement projects. financial gain.
Now's the time to raise capital
and to begin domestic pro SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
jects.
You may receive a lovely inCANCER
vitation. Opportunity through
2
)
(
June 21 to July 22) 030
friends. Refrain from gossip.
Intense feelings could mar
A good time to make importhe a.m. Otherwise, you'll
tant phone calls.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A friendship may be tested.
This could be a day for success
with important opportunity
for financial gain.
PLACE
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Hidden factors affect career
progress. Travel and educational matters favored. A party could lead to interesting
new friendships.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) —
Don't let resentments take
Behind-the-scenes
hold.
moves pay off in career. Silent
partnerships and business
ventures look promising.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Except for a possible run-in
with a friend, events proceed
"DOUBLE TAKE"...A creative
smoothly now. Travel and
approach to Dual-Image
social life could bring you
portrait photography. No add/ Donal charge for groups. Poses pleasure.
YOU BORN TODAY are
our selection. Backgrounds
may occasionally change. Satis- reform-minded and naturally
drawn towards politics and
faction always,or deposit cheerpublic service. You are multifully refunded.
talented, but must find the one
thing at which you wish to sucPACKAGE CONTENTS:
ceed. An individualist, who
nevertheless has a genuine
3-5x7's,
concern for the welfare of
15 Wallets,4Charms others, you have much leadership ability. Law, acting,
writing, music, teaching and
science are some of the fields
in which you'd find fulfillment. You can succeed in
business but are more drawn
to the professions. You're
quite able to handle more than
your share of the work load.
Birthdate of: William
Golding, author; Duke Snider,
baseball hall-of-farner ; and
[Arleen Wallace, Alabama
governor,

$ ill
Sale

•)%.

"DOUBLE TAKE"
PortraitPackage

l
U.
e

X

Moisturizing Beauty lotion
6 Oz. Bottle

White Rain
Hair Spray

994

•

Agree Creme Rinse
& Conditioner
Regular, Oily, kxtra Body
12 Oz. Bottle

soie$1 44

36

Sale

West Bend Flavo
Drip Automatic
Drip Coffee Maker

Sanyo AC/ DC
Portable
AM/FM Radio
Deluxe Contemporary
Styled, Easy-Head
Slide Rule Dial
Hillo Tone Control, 3" Speaker
No RP5445
Sale $2237

Osterl2Speed

Abrt

2-10 Cups, Brews Delicious
Coffee Fast, Keep Worm
Plate, Keeps Coffee
Serving Hot

$24"

Presto Fry Daddy
Electric Deep Fryer
Big enough to satisfy a family's french
frying needs. lift and drain scoop included, snap-on lid, stores oil without
spills or odor, non stick hard surface,
easy to clean. No. FDF-1

Mirro Electric
Corn Popper
4 Quart, Fresh,
Hot Popcorn In Minutes
No Shaking Or Stirring
Harvest No. M9235-45

s.,$'787

..$2199
Colgate°

_ Ben-GaY

1111011101 IrMroo.iFf

Colgate
Toothpaste

„re./7.?:41"

Blender
Controlled cycle blending for perfectly
chopped pieces of food, continuous
speeds for smoothly blended foods, 5 cup
glass contoiner. Harvest Gold No, 83414

Sole $1 849

$1

N
U

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate Hold
7.5 Aerosol Can •

$949

4. Super Size 9 Oz. Tube

U
.
.
I

so,$388

29

Model PB2

01(1

0
0
0
0
U.
0
E

Oil Of
Olay

Featuring little Griddle
Reversible Cooking Troy
For Sandwich's Or Bigger Burgers

No. 5977

21°
.•
N
.
ig
•
N
0

Presto Burger/ 2
Hamburger
Cooker

111,4

al

Platex
Deodorant
Tampons

Sale

Helps Control Dandruff
With Regular Use
$
Regular Or Conditioning
Formula
7 Oz. Bottle Sal.

el,
011
0
.
Oz. Plastic Bottle

Regular, Super, Super Plus

The Family Deodorant
5 Oz. Bronze Can

Head 8t
Shoulders
Shampoo

••

.

08 /1 2

PWs ''..-

88

$1

..

Clears Redness
Soothes Irritated Eyes

Gillette
Right Guard—
Deodorant

Frances Drake

These Days OnlySept. 16, Tuesday, 17, Wednesday.
18, Thurs. 19, Fri., 20, Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North Murray

SHOP
EARLY
FOR
CHRISTIdAS
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Ammon
„ENNA...,
.... • •

Scope Mouthwash
and Gargle

Introducing our NEW

64 414

Contac
Capsules

‘,....
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Department

Ben Gay
Pain Relieving Ointment
Greaseless
1¼ Oz. Tube

18
Sale

96'

lArthritis
Strength

)BUFFERIN
44

Arthritis Strength

Bufferin
For Temporary Relief
Of Minor Arthritis
Pain
100 Tablets

$2'8
.01
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Special From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods
30-06 Cal.
Remington 700 Classic
Drilled & Taped
For Scope
One Only

°1
Sale $188
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Indian
Archery
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ome items not exact

as •ictured

Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.

r11

\

7
1 S7
1

Ladies Denim

Ladies

Dart Board

Levis, Wranglers
Rumble Seats,
Viceroy& Viscount
Juniors 8. Misses

Assorted Colors
8, Styles

Uncle Jeff's Has A
Complete Line Of

Tournament

Jeans

Bikini
Panties

"LH Indian"
Archery Set

Diversified Products
Halex 150 Model
With 6 Brass Darts

Archery Supplies

Sole

kV

Thermal
Underwear
Toaster, Mixer, Can Opener,
Blender, Crock Pot, Bowl Covers

Hunting Quiver Compound
Bow
Stalker
For Compound Bows

Men's
Dress L
Casual

Shoes

$1 1 97

^arms",

Special Selection - Great Savings!

Men's Dress

Slacks

True Flight Hunting
Arrows

Men's Western Style

Shirts

By Wrangler
Reg. $14.99
$1

Indian
Archery

Indian Archery
Insta Lock

Shirts 8. Bottoms
Reg. S2.99

188

By Youngbloods
Only

Sale
$7
88
Brown, Camel,
Gray, Burgundy,
Block, Navy& Green

•

Stop By Soon
Season Opens Oct. 1!

$;97
Boys

20 Lb. Glassflex
Bow With Arrows,
Finger Tab, Quiver
And Target

Plastic Fletch,
Bjorn Nocks,
Inserts.
31"-55/65 Lb.

Complete With Adjustable
Sight Pins
Draw Weight 45-55 Lbs.
Reg. $59.00

$1 9
9
each

$49"

Sale

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Dept.
2 Ton

1 Gal.

Gas Can

Floor Jacks

W/Spout

$227
Eeds

5 Gal. Galvanized

1$
Reg. $199.99

sale

7500

Gas Can
GASOLINE
NA NO

Heavy Duty, Model 505
Reg. $19.19

CAN

—

Stove
Pipe
30 Ga. 24"x6"

U
aN
.
U

Ut

III

2 Only
Hart Glass

$1 67

Fireplace
Screen
Sorry No Refund - No Exchange

$ coo

a.
I.

•

Close-Out

U.
.
a

au
PU

2

Reg. $88.00

Through Wall

Thimble
6" For Stove

$487

Stove Pipe
Elbows
• $2
6" Adj.
89each
Rea.

3 Stack
4000W
W/Thermostat
220V

Heater

$5697

1 87
each

Triple Wall Pipe
And Roof Kits
DISCOUNT PRICES

Roof
Coatings
Aluminum Fibered Gal.
Asphalt Base 5 Gal.

Low, Low Prices
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Man,City Make Changes Through The Years
By JENNIFER KERR
Associated Press Writer
DAVIS, Calif. i API —
Richard Gertman, once a
Ph.D. candidate in geology,
now wears the blue uniform of
the Davis garbage pickup service.
The evolution of the bearded
36-year-old Gertman from a
recycling rebel a decade ago
mirrors the recent history of
Davis, transformed from a
conventional rural town with a
small agricultural college to a
sort of utopia bursting with optimism about its own solar-.
energy-saving
powered
future.
Gertman started collecting
newspapers for recycling during the 1970 Earth Day fervor.
He kept on when others
faltered and now runs the
recycling program for Davis
Waste Removal, a private
garbage firm.
Similarly, Davis 3,000
townspeople took to all the
modern fancies like bicycles
.ind solar energy in a serious

way. They made them city
policy and found Davis being
praised from coast-to-coast as
a model energy-saving city.
The transformation began
in 1966, when the main iss ue in
the city council election was
whether to set up a system of
bike lanes. The pro-lane people won. Davis now has more
than 25 miles of lanes snaking
around town.
Davis' downtown resembles
few other downtowns. It has
no tall buildings, no vacant
lots,few stoplights, no parking
meters. Dozens of bicycles are
parked in front of all the
stores, many of them old
houses restored and surrounded by shade trees.
At a market, Ada Drake
packed her groceries in the
flowered box on the rear of her
three-wheeled cycle. Mrs.
Drake,68, has been riding two
to five miles a day since she
moved to Davis about 10 years
ago.
"I didn't want to walk and I
don't drive," she said. "I don't

like to ride in a car when I can
ride a bike. It's cheaper. I can
sit and look around. It's
beautiful."
She thinks other cities will
have to become more like
Davis, where she said "people
are more considerate" of bike
riders.
The 1972 council election
was the first after the voting
age was lowered from 21 to 18.
Three candidates who campaigned on slow-growth,
recycling and public transit
issues defeated businessoriented incumbents.
Grow$h was the first issue
tackled. The city had been
growing at an 11 percent annual rate and the existing city
plan predicted a 1990 population of 90,000.
The new plan sets a 1990
limit of 50,000 people and
limits the number of new
houses and condominiums
that can be built each year.
In 1973, caught up like
everyone else with the problems of heating homes and

center on the University of
California campus where people could bring newspapers,
cans and bottles. But Davis
Waste Removal still had the
contract to haul garbage.
Two years later, when the
council passed an ordinance
requiring residents to
separate garbage and
newspapers, DWR decided it
was too expensive to pick up
the papers along curbs and
turned the job over to Gertman's group.
"The volume went way up,"
Gertman recalled. "We were
doing very well. The decision
was made that it was
economical for DWR to take
the program over. RAC gladly
gave the program up."
DWR built a recycling
center next to its plant on the
town's outskirts with a concrete pit so the cans, bottles
and newspapers can easily be
dropped into huge boxes and
hauled away.
Last year, Gertman came
full-cycle — he joined Davis

fueling ears, council members
turned their attention to
energy.
One result was an ordinance
establishing energy standards
for new homes. It requires attic, floor and wall insulation,
light-colored roofs and walls
and landscaped shading of
most windows.
The newest ordinance,
which took effect Jan. I, requires any homeowner who
sells a house to have outfitted
it with lowflow showerheads,
weatherstripping, insulation
and thermal blankets on water
heaters.
While the ordinances do not
require solar devices, many
Davis developers have built
big subdivisions and apartment complexes using the sun
to heat water or the houses
themselves.
The city council also got involved in waste disposal and
recycling.
1972, Gertman's
By
Resource Awareness Committee had a full-time recycling

Gertman thinks the firm
recycles about 70 percent of
the newspaper used in Davis
and about half the glass. It
gets 120 tons of newspaper a

After Work, Dayton Man
'Rolls' Around The City
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — By
day, he's Dr. Morris
Goldberg, successful dentist.
But when the sun goes down,
he's Max, tooling around in a
fancy car and picking up people for a price.
For $75, Goldberg — he calls
his nighttime personality Max
"because that's more of a
chauffeur's name" — provides two hours of red-carpet

1407 W. Main
753-4682

I:OW.301%7.9M
3E"cwitscil Ik#1.aarict,

Lux Dishwasher

TOWELS
SOAP
-CLEANER
APPLESAUCE

69'
3/89'
n

Lux Bath Size

Fantastic

w

spray 22 oz.

LIQUID
BROWNIE MIX
97' SOUP MAYONNAISE

32 oz.

SUNFLOWER

IkVrt V PCI
I\ tin viARkir,

O
OLE
,
7

-.41w

Limit 3 lb.

lb.

Limit

With S12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco A Dairy Products

19' CRACKERS
4/s1 CORN
59 GREEN BEANS
,30z.2/89' kbEibUP
69' PEACHES

I lb. box

24 oz.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

-----

MILK

2 or Sliced
1
libby's /

Kleenex Boutique

PRINTS

COCKTAIL
OIL

170z.3/$1
170z.39`

$1

Carnation Evaporated

69`

QC
17 oz.

Si 79

Mazola Corn

Libby Bluelake Cut

JOYS

Elf

Libby's Fruit

Del Monte Golden Cream Style

7 oz.

New Bakers

lb.

Porkoy

Nabisco Premium

DINNER

•

A113 With
$35.00 Order

15oz. J7C

Golden Grain Mac. & Cheese

:—

Pride of III. W.K.or C.S.

17.z.3/s1
Now For me First Time...
CORN

THE

,60,. 49'

125 Ct.

WHOLE
FRYERS

SESAME STREET
LIBRARY

$1 89

131
T_HE LET
ATA
_SESAIMAS

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

BACON
$1 29

59!

volume
°WY

,Lwow
'
rattle
A 440
okorStonlaSti

voLumEs 2i99
eact,

lb.

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

I

32 oz

U.S.D.A.

U.S.
ROUND
STEAK

1

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
obacco & Dairy Products

29 oz.

Hyde Park Fresh Kosher

so..,STEAK
• ,>\\
„
$229

69!5 Lb,

594

-----------------•'

PINEAPPLE
DILL STICK

S Lb.

PEACHES

I

32 oz.

Del Monte

U.S. Choice

PI 29
Si 39

160z 3IS1

"

Del Monte
or Libby's

ooz.
oz 4/s1

K raft

Burnette Farm

Choice Of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Both With
$25.00 Order

MEAL

MEAL

Fri. 8. Sat. 8-8
Open 8-7
Mon.-Thurs.
Ubbv)
Ubbil
)

Betty Crocker German Choc.

Campbell's Tornino

Bonus Special
Sunflower
Self Rising

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Mardi Gras Paper

Goldberg says.
Goldberg was serious
enough about his chauffeur
service to go through three
days of chauffeur and
mechanic training at the
Rolls-Royce chauffeur school
in London.
Sometimes his brother, Benny, helps out with the driving,
like
dot
sometimes
People
but don't call him Benny. He's
dentists, but as a chauffeur, "Benson" when he's a chauf"everybody loves me," feur.

limousine service.
He'll drive passengers
anywhere within a . 30-mile
radius of Dayton in dither one
of his two Rolls-Royces — a
550,000 1966 Silver Cloud III
formal sedan or a $35,000 1975
Silver Shadow standard
model.

n.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Register For 10 Free Owen's Famous
Pit Baked Hams To Be Given Away!

a landfill.
Davis' energy projects are
so organized there is even a
One of his future projects is standard tour a visitor can
turning brush and lawn clipp- take by following a brochure.
ings into compost for the First lady Rosalyrui Carter
in March 1979; a
Davis Community Gardens. took the tour
For now, the branches, brush few nionths later the president
and grass trimmings picked lauded Davis as a city that
up at curbside are dumped at "has done a tremendous Job "
month and about four tons of
aluminum.

Waste. Now DWR also picks
up cardboard, and residents
can bring In used motor oil for
disposal.
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YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST
STEAK
HAM ,,,
PRO LEAGUERS.
GROUND BEEF
FRY STEAK
\.:'.
STEAK
ROAST
. PORK CUTLETS

.

lb.

B

$219

Owens Famous Pit Baked

lb

,b sio9

Economy 3-5 lb. pkg.

Chicken

lb

Sl 19
$139
L

Extra lean Pork

Si 39
I
lb

Boston Butt Pork

lb

Extra Lean

lb

. EEF

$219

Bryan Boneless Smokey Hollow
or whole . . .(4,
Field's 12 oz.

$129

s Be
Oweno

U.S. Choice Sirloin

$1 29
5189

HAM

'/,

Owen's

Best Oven Baked

or whole

TURKEY BREAST

wr

lb

lb

Colby long Horn

CHEESE

Hyde Park
Golden Ripe

lb

lb

,

BANANAS...,
New

..,

Crop Red Delicious '

APPLES

•
Krey Jumbo

25'

MILK

,,

MILK
OQC

3 lb. pkg. Ar Ar

99'

POTATOES

5 lb.

$1 15
gal

Hyde Park Lo-Cal Green Top
$1

MILK

U.S. No. 1 Red
S/59
lb Sw

$197
gal

Hyde Pork Homogenized

529
.1/

79

gal.

Hyde Park

..

BUTTERMILK

$1 15
'/2 gal.

I

4

American

CHEESE
FRANKS

lb

'
1)

'219

Owen's Best

BAKED HAM

DAIRY

PRODUCE

DELI

2
lb $39
*

$1
lb.i

79

Fancy California

NECTARINES

;QC
lb 4./.4/

Soft Whipped
r_hiffon

MARGARINE

csky

.

79c
1 lb. bowl

r
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Support The Tigers
Attend Friday's Game
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MURRAY COACHING STAFF — (Left to right) Mark
Brady and Jimmy Harrell, John Hina, David Gallagher,
Jerry Shelton and David Mitchell.

Murray High
Vs.
Mayfield
8:00 P.M. Murray

,
PR NTIIMG

CarrollTire
Service

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

.. ., , •
•

.Winchester Services,

Your
Our Hours An
Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Closed Sat.

We Have Tiger
T-Shirts and Gym Bags

\

.

Of

1

t''
I

UNIROYAL

7:1' '
s ". l

753-5397

102 N. 4th Street
11I16 Pops

%.
II

\ L.

...When
You Can't
Watch
The Tigers

THE MURRAY THEATRES

STORIES

753-1489

Dealer

I

Hopkillsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921
•

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

in

Hey! Guys 8 Gals - Want To Get To
School Or Practice
For Pennies?

0

i 7-111. A „
WO •

Overby Honda

['SIX

801 S. 4th Murray, Ky.

Idol

Richard Orr Dist. Co.

Do It On ASTANDARD
HONDA EXPRESS
Heating, Air Conditioning

r7

N'.:......L.hrf

Randy Thornton
Service Co.
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

802 aiestwort

73-8181
Maim,Kaatvay

753-4092

Your Standard Oil Dealer
1109 Pogue
753-4652

s

Murray
Electric
System

0

GM

1111

GM

01 MINIM

i---ii
2
8
.

753-5321
401 Olive
"AUTHe Way Tigers"

Purdom
Motors
Oldsmobile
Pontiac i Cadillac
-Satisfied Customers
Are Our
Main Concern-

1406W. Main - 753-5315
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Moss And Company Lead Top-Ranked Cardinals' Charge

Tigers Face Toughest Game Against Mayfield

LIRA
GLAD TO BE BACK HOME? — The Murray Tigers, running onto the Field before its
14-1 3 win over Reidland two weeks ago, return after last week's 41-7 setback at Fort
Campbell. The opposition, however,is the state AA top-ranked Mayfield Cardinals.

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Murray High will have one
of the toughest assignments in
the state tintFriday night as it
hosts Kentucky's top-ranked
AA team. The Mayfield Cardinals invade Ty Holland
Field as the odds-on favorite
to capture their third state title in the past four years.
Mayfield carries a 3-0
record into the contest, having
easily beaten Corbin,
Hopkinsville and Todd County
Central in its first three
outings.
The Tigers, humbled 41-7 by
the No. 2 AA team, Fort
Campbell, last week, appears
to be vastly overmatched
against a Mayfield squad
which earned a number four
overall ranking in this week's
state poll. Murray head coach
John Hina acknowledged the
power of the Cardinals but
would not concede the game.
"All the experts and the
polls have picked Mayfield to
win the state," Hina said.
"They have also said that it
would be impossible for us to
beat them. We have all seen
the impossible happen before.

Don't count us out."
Mayfield returns what is
probably the most highpowered backfield in AA football, if not the state. All-state
halfback candidate Marcus
Moss heads a quartet of Cardinals who threaten to break
off the long run on every play.
Moss is closing in on several
Mayfield records, including
the career total of 50
touchdowns, while accumulating almost 3,200 yards
rushing during his three
years.
Moss has gained 440 of those
yards in 47 carries and has
scored five touchdowns, one of
them coming on a 79-yard punt
return, this year.
Quarterback Jeff Flood and
running backs Charles Parrott
and Jon Redd complete a
group that has given coaches
in Western Kentucky fits for
several years.
Flood has completed seven
passes in just 13 attempts for
117 yards while Parrott has
run for 186 yards and three
touchdowns.
Combined with the return of
All-WKC tackle Tommy
Seavers and his counterpart at

the other tackle, Todd Prince,
the Cardinal's running attack
has every claim to being so
highly regarded.
"They are a very explosive
ball club offensively," Hina
said. "You can play them
close for a couple of quarters,
play real good football against
them, and then barn, you're
down by three touchdowns.
"Against Todd County last
week they were tied 0-0 at the
end of the first quarter. Then
(Marcus) Mom and the rest of
them got in gear and Mayfield
led at the half, 270—That is
just how explosive they are.
"I'm just not really sure
how we are going to stop their
running game. Moss is going
to score if he carries the ball
much. He is the type of runner
who is g ng to break it no
matter how you defense him.
You just have to keep him
from breaking it very often."
If there is even a slight flaw
in the Mayfield football
machine, it is at the
linebacker positon where the
Cardinals graduated three
from last year's 10-2 squad.
Hina, however, was nearly as
impressed with the Mayfield

defense as every one else in the
state has been with their offense.
"I think that their defense
has been overlooked in all the
publicity about their offense,"
Hina said. "They graduated
some boys at- linebacker but
have come up with some fine
replacements. They read their
keys very well.
"Whereas Fort Campbell
was an extremely fast team,
Mayfield combines a lot of
physical strength with good
speed.
"Most of the points scored
off of them have been in the
last couple of quarters when
they have gotten way ahead
and put their second and third
team defense in. Their first
defense is very tough."
The most successful part of
the Murray game last Friday
night was the passing attack.
Quarterback Bill Shelton completed six of eight passes for 79
yards and a touchdown to
Greg Schanbacker. Tight end
Robin Roberts was good for
five receptions and 55 yards.
Hina was pleased with the
improvement of the passing
attack and vowed that there

would be more aerials in the
offing.
"We did a lot of things
against Fort Campbell in our
passing game that we had
been looking for. With this improvement we are definitely
planning to pass more often.
MorBoth Shelton and Greg)(
ton will see a lot of playing
time this week."
The Tigers will still be
without the services of senior
co-captain Mike Gough who is
nursing a broken knuckle.
Gough will be the only Murray
player sidelined by an injury.
The Tigers survived the Fort
Campbell affair with what
Hina described as "just the
normal bumps and bruises
that you can expect to get in
the course of a hard-hitting
game".
"They are everything that
the polls make them out to
be," he concluded. "They
have several college prospects
on the team and Moss is being
chased by all of the major
ones.
"We have told our players to
forget about their number one
ranking and to concentrate on
playing our best and up to our
own maximum potential."

Calloway Must Counter Tricky Defense, Spread Offense

Lakers Hope To Make Winning A Weekly Habit
By DAVID HEBB ITT'S
defense as its left guard
Sports Editor
weighs only 135 pounds but
If winning is as habit- shoots the gap all night while
rming as football coaches the right guard holds the line
attempt to make it, Calloway at 230 pounds.
'nunty„ now 1-3, will have its
The Lone Oak defense kept
rst strong opportunity to the team in its game against
-tart a streak In that direction
n long
herilltravelito Lone OikTbi• enough to hold the score to 7-0
7:30 p.m. game tomorrow until an interception late in the
•.,.ght.
first half broke it open to a 35-0
Calloway coach Sam Harp final. ,aid that he and his.staff had
"They play a wide tackle six _
very little time to.celetirate defense; which offers a mixast Friday's 14-8 win over ture of players," Harp
said.
VeLean County as they were ,,,heir _left -guard
was in the
Tilghman backfield all night,
and you do not move the other
team
the
that
added
Harp
guard.
vas a little sluggish during the
"Their defensive tackles
f:rst couple of days this week
will be pinching down. We feel
:iut that it began to reach an
that if we can attack them, it
emotional peak yesterday.
•.'They were a little high for will be between their guard
first couple of days this and tackles.
"We. have had two- . pretty
sai4L-We had to
iiring them back down with a good days working on our
passing game. We do not feel
.ard conditioning period."
Harp noted that Lone Oak we can consistently rely on it,
ill present a multi-faceted but we are going to go a little

more in the air.
"With (Tommy ) Workman
playing at tailback this week,
we hope to be able to hold their
linebackers and get our ends
into their patterns."
Workman,a junior, will contin.ue•to start at tailback while'
sophomore Jeff Garrison is
held out in order to reduce the
swelling which resulted from
an accumulation of fluid on his
knee.
Meanwhile, Todd Rutherford will be at the fullback
spot again.
Harp said that tacklenoseguard Steve Cherry appears to be lost for the season
with a knee injury but that
quarterback Tim Brown is
almost fully recovered from
his groin pulls.
Harp elaborated on the need
to rejuvenate a combined running and passing attack,
which has not produced a completion in the last two games.
"Teams have been shutting

us off in the flats because our
running game has been so
poor," he said. 'They have
shut us off in the middle of
their zone.
"Workman is a little
stronger, ,r-unner than Garrison. He can get that extra
two or three yards. One guy is
not going to bring him down.
"If we get any blocking inside and blow them .back two
yards, we can pick up three.
"We have cut back on our
running plays. If we get beat,
we are going to let beat with
those."
Harp also talked about how
Lone Oak, whose offense has
produced only seven points in
the first three games, will try
to attack the Laker defense,
whose strength is inside and
up the middle.
"They will spread us out,"
he said. "Their end and their
flanker will line up almost on
both sidelines.
"They will try to free them

into getting us into a man-toman coverage and hope to
open up a weakness for us inside. We do not have the personnel for a man-to-man.
"We plan to rotate our cornerback and our safety to add
to our strength inside."
Harp believes the Laker
season and its program have
reached a point at which people will start expecting his
team to win more frequently.
"Even without some of our
key people (i.e., Garrison and
Cherry), if we play football we
can beat Lone Oak," Harp
said. "If we go to Lone Oak
and get beat, people are going
to think our first win was a
fluke.
"We had a real good practice yesterday. When you win,
it's harder to accept defeat.
When you start smelling that
goal line,,it Ls.a lot different.
"If it is a close game, I think
we will get it. If anybody is not
hungry, they will not be with

TOMMY WORKMAN (26), Calloway County's regular starting fullback, will be relied
on again this week at the tailback position as he fills in for the injured Jeff Garrison.

Murray State Sports At A Glance
Golf Team Hosts Field Of 16 In Murray State Invitational At Murray Country Club
Defense Ranks
Fifth As Team
In this week's NCAA Division I-AA statistics, Murray
State has tumbled a little but
still ranks high in the places it
does holed.
In total defense, MSU is fifth, first among teams which
have played more than one
game, giving up 183.5 yards a
game. And in scoring defense,
the Racers are tied for fourth
at 6.0 points per game.
In the individual statistics,

TOMMY HOUK
Tommy Houk, who was first
last week, holds sixth place in
punt returns with a 10.9 yard
averagF.
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Murray State will host 16
collegiate teams from across
the Midwest in the largest
field ever for the 16th annual
Murray State Invitational Golf
Tournament this Friday and
Saturday at the Murray Country Club.
Fifty-four holes of medal
play are scheduled with 36 on
Friday and the remaining 18
the following morning. Memphis State, Middle Tennessee,
Western Kentucky, Eastirn
Kentucky and UT Chat-

the and Mike Frey of Eastern
Kentucky.
Murray State has captured
Other teams in the field in- four of the 15 tournaments as
clude defending champion the Racers took team titles in
Austin Peay,Southern Illinois, 1966, 1970, 1971 and 1974. MidTennessee Tech, Vanderbilt, dle Tennessee also owns four
Louisville, Kentucky, Indiana championships.
State, Evansville and host
Murray State coach Buddy
Murray State.
Hewitt will complete his
Top individuals in this lineup following final qualifyyear's field include Kenny ing this week.
Hewitt has added several
Perry of Western Kentucky,
Eddie Jackson and John quality newcomers to his
Powers of Middle Tennessee roster. Heading the list are

tanooga are
favorites.

among

Meet With Western Should Answer Questions
Murray State cross country also top performers on hand
coach Bill Cornell feels that for the Racers. Odlin finished
this Saturday's dual meet with second in last season's OVC
Western Kentucky should meet and earned All-America
answer some questions about status as a sophomore.
the 1980 OVC race.
Attwell won or shared first
"We should have a good in- place in the Racer's first three
dication of how tough it will be meets in 1979 but ran only one
to win the OVC Cross Country
championship this year and
what we'll have to do to win
Four promising newcomers,
it," said Cornell.
Western, the defending 1979 including a trio of freshman,
champions, returns everyone are expected to occupy the top
from last year's squad in- positions when the Murray
cluding All-America and 1979 State women's tennis team
OVC Cross Country Runner- --opens its season Thursday on
the road against St. Louis
of-the-Year, Larry Cuzzort.
"They're (Western) the University,
Head coach Nita Head
favorites to win again this
year," said Cornell. "They've enters her 14th season with an
also added three top-notch overall 156-52 career record
athletes to this year's roster in and her latest team may rank
Ashley Johnson, Simon Cahill as one of the youngest in the
front portion of the lineup,
and Greg Orman."
Fran Spencer, a freshman
Murray also has its share of
talent, with Chris Bunyon as from Jackson, Tenn., has won
the frorit-runner. Bunyon took the No. 1 singles spot for the
top honors in each of the Racers and Head believes she
Racer's meets to date — the "could be one of the best we've
Westport ( Louisville) Invita- ever had at Murray State."
Spencer operated at No. 1 in
tional and a dual event with
high school and compiled a 15Arkansas State..
Jerry Odliti, Barry Attwell 0 record her senior year and
and Eddie Wedderburn are was rankeii 21st in the USTA

more time due to a back injury. Wedderburn is in his
first season of cross country
competition, having won the
OVC indoor 3,000 meter run.
The event will begin at 11
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Country Club,

Newcomers To Lead Head's Team
southern section.
Another outstanding
freshman prospect is April
Horning of Harrisburg, II. who
was ranked first among
juniors in southern Illinois and
33rd in the USTA juniors
western section.
Jorunn Eid, a fres —
from Oslo, Norway, and Carla
Ambrico, a junior college
transfer from Broward Community College, have also
been impressive in preseason
practice.
Eid was the 1978 Norwegian
junior champion and is currently ranked among the top
five in women's tennis in Norway. Ambrico operated at No.
2 her sophomore season and
helped Broward to a second
place finish in the national
junior college tournament.

Chris Edholm of Brevard
Community College, Ronnie
Overton of Lone Oak High
School and David Padgett of

Miami (Fla.) Dade North
Junior College.
Also, leading candidates for
the Racer top five are Jon

Stanley, Lynn Sullivan, Brad
Boyd, David Mills, Brad
Adkins, Tom Casper and John
Hicks.

What's a
Sundaysuit?
.r

Where did people get the idea that we had to dress up to go to
church? Is discomfort a prerequisite to worship? No. Church is
for everybody and how we dress has nothing to do with how
God sees us. He looks at our souls, not at our three-piece suit or
our new coiffure.
-do want to show respect for God, but our respect and our
We
love come from inside, Wow souls, not on our backs. God Isn't
interested in style and the latest fashions. We should wear our
love on our chest and our faith on our sleeves and come to
church proud that we are all one in His sight.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we welcome
you because we are looking for the same thing you are. God.

Say'

The First Christian Church

$50
1411

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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Yankees Pick Up Some New Supporters
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The New York Yankees
have picked up some supporters in their bid to win the
American League East title —
the Kansas City Royals.

AL Roundup
That was the general feeling
expressed by the Royals
Wednesday night after they
clinched the AL West championship with a 5-0 victory
over California in the first
game of a doubleheader —
they'd like to settle an old
score with the Yankees in the
Al. pennant playoffs.

"It's not vengeance,"
pointed out Kansas City third
baseman George Brett. "It's
Just wanting to regroup and
regain your pride and selfrespect. We were in Chicago
one day and I saw a sign that
said, 'Welcome Pennant
Chokers."
T'hat referred, of course, to
the Royals' lack of success
against the Yankees in three
previous playoff meetings, in
1976, 1977 and 1978.
The clinching of their fourth
West title in five years was the
earliest in Royals' history.
And the crowd of 25,908 at
Royals Stadium was on its collective feet cheering when
Dennis Leonard struck out

Jason Thompson to end the
game
"I really didn't feel that
much pressure," said
Leonard. We had a 17-game
lead. It was more exciting in
1977 when I pitched the clincher."

and New York was susperked
by rain in the top of the 10th inning with the Blue Jays
leading 5-3.

Dan Graham, Terry
Crowley and Rich Dauer combined to drive in seven runs as
Baltimore defeated Detroit.

Leonard, 19-9, struck out
nine and walked two in winning his ninth game in his last
10 decisions.

The Angels went on to win
the inconsequential second
game,7-4.

The Angels, last year's West
champions, won the second
game behind a five-RBI performance by Brian Downing.
Brett, the major league's
leading hitter, returned to the
Kansas City lineup for the first
time since injuring his hand on
Sept. 6 and collected two
singles in five at-bats to keep
his average at .396.
Orioles 9, Tigers 3

Graham clouted a two-run
homer, his 11th in the second
.nning, and his RBI-single
capped a three-run rally in the
fifth. Crowley rapped a tworun single in the fifth and
Dauer's third hit, a basesloaded single in the seventh,
drove in Baltimore's final two
runs.

In other AL action,
Baltimore defeated Detroit 93; Cleveland edged Boston 6-5
in 11 innings; Oakland trimmed Texas 6-4; Milwaukee
swept a doubleheader from
Minnesota 3-2 and 6-1 and
Seattle blanked Chicago 4-0.
The game between Toronto

Reliever Sammy Stewart, 57, who allowed three hits over
51-3 innings, was the winner as
the second-place Orioles trimmed the Yankees' lead in the
East to 542-games.

McGraw Gets His 2nd Win Over Pirates
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Tug McGraw was cuffed
around so badly by the Pittsburgh Pirates last year that
he was listed as their batting
practice pitcher in the program at an offseason banquet.

NI Roundup
But the flaky Philadelphia
left-hander's two victories this
season I he has 17 saves), have
both come against the defending champion Pirates, including a 5-4 decision in 11 innings Wednesday night.
With the triumph, the
Phillies cut Montreal's lead in

the National League East to
1i/2-games when the Expos
lost 5-2 to the New York Mets,
while the Pirates stayed five
games back.
In other NL games, Los
Angeles took over sole possession of first place in the West
with a 2-1 victory over San
Diego, while Cincinnati beat
Houston 7-0, San Francisco
blanked Atlanta 2-0 and St.
Louis whipped Chicago 8-5.
McGraw, who was the
selfproclaimed Pittsburgh
Most Valuable Player in 1979,
won't get any awards from the
Pirates this season.
"I wouldn't have accepted
the invitation to the banquet

except I knew the Pirates
would have been disappointed
not to have their MVP there,"
McGraw said. "Maybe now
the plane won't shake every
time I fly over Pittsburgh."
The Pirates battled back
from a 4-1 deficit against 22game winner Steve Carlton to
tie the game. But McGraw pitched two shutout innings and
Sparky Lyle registered his
first National League save
after Garry Maddox led off the
11th for the Pinnies with a
single, stole second and third
and scored on Del Unser's pinchsingle.
Mets 5, Expos 2
Montreal had its East Division lead sliced as Lee Mazzilli

drove in four runs for New
York with a homer and a
sacrifice fly.
The Expos led 2-0 until the
fifth inning, when Jose
Moreno, batting for winning
pitcher Dyar Miller, 1-1, opened with a single, went to third
on a double by Mookie Wilson
and scored on Wally
Backman's single. Then Mazzilli walloped his 16th home
run of the season to give New
York a 4-2 lead.
Dodgers 2, Padres 1
Rookie Jack Perconte
scored one run and his bunt
single brought home the
decisive tally in the sixth inning as Los Angeles broke its
first-place tie with Houston.

Don Sutton won his fourth
straight game and 12th in 16
decisions this season by scattering seven hits in seven innings. Steve Howe allowed only
one hit the final two innings to
earn his 17th save.
Reds 7, Astros0
Ray Knight hit his third
grand slam homer of the
season and singled in another
run as Cincinnati remained
4 -games behind Los Angeles
in the West.
Mario Soto, 10-6, pitched a
five-hit shutout, allowing only
one runner to reach third
base, and George Foster had
two RBI with his 23rd homer
and a single.

Ohio State, Alabama Will Romp

Jones Boys Pacing Pittsburgh, Texas
By WILL GII'S.911..E1(
AP Special Correspondent
Now that college football is
swinging into its third big
week, let's have a loud one for
the Jones boys.
Rooster Jones, for instance,
the runaway truck who turns
corners for highly-rated Pittsburgh. Or, A.J. "Jam" Jones
of Texas, remnant of a
Longhorn litter that turns
them out in clusters — Barn,
Slam,Scram,and Lam.
Fullback Paul Jones busts
lines for California. Tom
Jones, brother of Baltimore's
Bert, is a ball-faking magician
at Arkansas. Joey Jones is a
crackerjack wide receiver for
No.1 Alabama.
Brigham Young counts on
tailback Homer Jones and
split end Lloyd Jones for
another winning season. Tennessee is also doubly blessed
with cornerback Wilbert
Jones and tackle Kenny Jones,
all 245 pounds of him. Chuck
Jones nose-guards for Kentucky, Tony Jones place-kicks
for Yale and tackle Wayne
Jones spews bodies for Utah.
Whatever happened to the
Smiths? Are they still making
cough drops?
Last week's score: 37-9,.1204.
Season: 63-21,.750.
Ohio State 40, Minnesota 7:
The Art Schlichter Show on

live TV. Watch him
• Auburn 32, Duke 13: Watch
Watch him run. Watch him do Joe Cribbs ( Auburn's fine runeverything.
ner, now with the pros) on
Alabama 38, Mississippi 14: Sunday, James Brooks on
The Old Professor, Bear Saturday.
Bryant, gives a lesson to his
Purdue 19, UCLA 14: Rick
heir apparent,Steve Sloan.
Anderson's toe proves as forNebraska 35, Iowa 14: "The midable as Mark Herrmann's
fastest and strongest team arm.
we've ever had" says Husker
Virginia 18, North Carolina
Coach Tom Osborne,
State 12: His name sounds like
Michigan 22, Notre Dame a vitamin. That's what Tom18: One of the bitterest my Vigorito is to the
rivalries in the Midwest. It's Cavaliers.
the Wolverine year.
The others:
California 30, Army 7: The
EAST
Golden Bears come east by air
Stanford 22, Boston College
and in the air they stay for this 20; Cornell 18, Princeton 10;
romp.
Harvard 25, Penn 14; Lehigh
South Carolina 24, Southern 18, Colgate 15; Navy 14, Kent
Cal 20: The week's Upset St. 7; Maryland 27, W.Virginia
Special. The kids from Dixie
have the weapons and the
urge.
Penn State 23, Texas A&M
20: Another step in the long
road back for gridiron
BOSTON (AP) — Slugger
psychologist Joe Paterno.
Carl Yastrzemski of the
Georgia 22, Clemson 10:
President Carter would swap
Boston Red Sox is calling it
his odds for those of his fellow
quits for the remainder of the
1980 baseball season rather
Georgians.
Brown 14, Yale 7: The than risk further injury.
"If we were a few games
feature of the Ivy League
opener, the Brownies don't out, I'd take the chance, but
when you're far out like we
forget the 13-12 loss in '79.
Southern Methodist 32, are what's the sense?"
Yastrzemski said Wedneday
Texas Christian 13: The Ford
in SMU's future is now — Mike night after sitting out Boston's
6-5 loss in 11 innings to
Ford,aerial artist.
Cleveland.
Yastrzemski, the only
American League hitter ever
to achieve 3,000 hits and 400
homers in his career, turned
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41 on Aug. 22. Eight days later
he suffered a cracked rib
when he crashed into the left
field wall making a spectacular catch.
With the team in the midst
of a nine-game winning streak
and closing ground in the
American League East,
Yastrzemski refused to leave
the game, contributing a key
hit in the ninth inning rally
which led to a victory over
Oakland.
However, the pain became
so intense that he finally had
to take a week off. Now he's
looking forward to next year,

interrupting his move up
among baseball's all-time
leaders in a flock of hitting
categories.
He disclosed his intention to
sit out the rest of the season in
an interview with baseball
writer Joe Giuliotti of the
Boston Herald American.
"What if I played and ran into the wall or into somebody
on the bases and the rib punctured my lung?" he said.
"Something like that could
finish me for good. If there
was a reason to take the
chance I would, but I don't
think it's worth it now."

Thoroughbred Mare Stolen
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Fayette County horseman
Stanley Petter Jr. says he expects an increase in the $3,500
reward being offered in the
theft of a thoroughbred mare
from his Hurricane Stud
Farm.
Summary Procedure, a 13year-old chestnut mare expecting a Topsider foal in the spring, was discovered missing
Sunday morning. Police said
the fence in her pasture was
cut and she was trucked away.
The money was raised by a
group of horsemen who are
"getting nervous" about horse
thefts, Petter said Wednesday
in an interview.
The reward has been offered
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the
thief or thieves, Petter said.

"That figure greatly exceeds what she's worth
without registration papers,"
he said. "If they sold her by
the pound for horse meat, she
would bring $600 to $800."
Petter and Metro Police Lt.
Bob Sewalls said they hoped
publicity about the case would
force the thief's hand.
"I hope the guy will get so
scared he'll just abandon her
someplace," Petter said.
"If the publicity is enough,
there's always the chance that
they'll drop the horse figuring
the heat's getting too hot,"
said Sewalls. "We're checking
a lot of leads, making inquiries to other states."
Petter said he talked briefly
with an FBI agent after the
weekend theft, but did not
know whether the federal

Yanks' Cerone Hurt
NEW YORK (API — Catcher Rick Cerone of the New
York Yankees was taken to a
hospital for X-rays of his right
ankle following a colision at
home plate in the lith inning
of Wednesday night's game
against the Toronto Blue Jays.
Ernie Whitt of the Blue
Jays, who circled the bases on
his single and a three-base er-

ror by right fielder Reggie
Jackson, slid into Cerone. The
catcher did not appear to be
injured at fii-st but was unable
to go into his crouch without
Pain.
The Yankees declined to
speculate on whether the injury was serious pending the
results of the X-rays.

agency had entered the case.
If the horse was taken
across a state line, the theft
would become a federal offense.
Sewalls said the mare was
worth only about $1,000
without registration papers
"and it would take a real pro
to doctor up the paperwork.
It's just super-difficult."
Petter said he didn't believe
a "real pro" took the mare.
"Interestingly, they took the
only mare on the place with a
deformed hoof," Petter said.
"If they dyed the horse purple,
they couldn't cover that."
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SPORTS AT A GLANCESports In Brief

Major Leagues At A Glance

By The Aesseister Press
BASEBALL
(11ICAGO . AP. -- American League
owners voted unanimously to approve
the sale for $12 7 million of the OEM/aid
A's by Charles 0 Finley to two esecutives of the Levi Strauss to of San
Francisco, and a former company ez
ecutive
League President Lee MarPhail said
the trander of the baseball team will be
fornuilized Nov 6 Roy E:isenhardt will
be president .411w Al and Walter Has,
Jr will become vice president
MOUS
LAS vas, Nev ,AP. — Sylvia
liamka of West Germany, upset tlurd
seeded Billie Jean King 79.14.64 Itt the
first round of a $200.000 women's tennis
tournament
Sixth-seeded Andrea Jaeger advan, vi
to the second round with a 6 3.64 victors
over Renee Richards
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Las Angeles 2. San Diego 1
San Francisco 2, Atlanta 0
Tlimeity's Cannes
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Mesta ,11141ida 1412, at San Frani-ism
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Fridry's Games
Philadelphia at aware
New York at FlUstargh, • n.
Montreel at SY-Louis. • n
Atlanta at Son Diego, • n
Cincinnati at Lie Angelis, • n
Houton at Son Francisco, • n •

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASILETBALL
NaUtiaal Besketball Assoctiniuu
BOSTON CELTICS Signed Kes.•
McHale, center-forward. to a three-ye ni
contract
DETROIT PISTONS Waived Ros
Hamilton and Bobby Wilson, guarts
and Dulaine Harris,(onward
PHOENIX SUNS Released 1..."
Stampley, guard
FOOTBALL.
National Football League
CLEVELAND
BROWNS Sig: e •I
Autry Beamon, defensive back Pls.
Lawrence Johnson, defensive back • •
the injured-reserve list
PITTSBURGH STEELE-RS—Mgr•..1
Marvin Cobb, defensive back. Pla,
John Stallworth, wide receiver, on ..he
injured reserve lir
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS -Wais
Don Woods,running back Signed Bel:,
Brooks, wide receiver

Freedom, Challenger Resume Competition
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports

Writer
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) —
The U.S. 12-meter yacht
Freedom and challenger
Australia resumed competition for the America's Cup today with Freedom leading the
best-ofseven series 1-0 and
holding, if nothing else, a
psychological advantage over
her rival.
"We know now that the
Australians have a good
Freedom's
boat," said
navigator, Halsey Herreshoff.
"They have a fast boat, so we
know we have to do everything
right to beat them. We are not
overconfident."
Freedom overcame some
mechanical problems with her
rudder over the final two legs
_of.She_ six-leg.course .1;xn Tuesday to win by 1 minute and 52
seconds.
"The race was a little more
than three hours, so, what's
that, 200 minutes? And we
beat Australia by less than
two minutes. That's less than
one percent," Herreshoff said.

Freedom actually led
Australia by as much as 2:17
at the fifth mark after a run
with the wind at her stern.
That run was the beginning of
Freedom's rudder troubles.
"The rudder cable broke
just before the second weather
mark,so we sailed the fifth leg
almost entirely without the
rudder,- Herreshoff said. He
said skipper Dennis Conner
used the spinnaker sail and
trim tab, a rudder-like flap attached to the keel, to round the
fifth mark.
"If you remember, we
started the final leg on a long
port tack," Herreshoff said
Wednesday morning. "It Was
lucky we were able to do that
because we got a jury rig
working during that tack. The
rest of the way, Dennis
steered with the trim tab, and
Tom Whidden worked the rudder."

assembly below decks, ran It
through a pully block and
wound it around the winch
Whidden was working, Herreshoff said.
"It made the race kind of exciting, and a little risky," Herreshoff said.
The story of Freedom's ruclderless victory did not come
out .µntil the morning follow.
ing the race. When asked-at
the postrace news conference
why he chose not to cover
Australia on the final leg of the..
race,.Conner made no allusion
to Freedom's mechanical problems.
"It didn't come out at the
news conference," Herreshciff
said,"and! really don't know
why. There was no reason for
it not to."

The Australians also were
working
to
correct
mechanical troubles on
Wednesday. Immediately
Whidden, the port taller, after Tuesday's race, her
became the helmsman on the crew removed Australia's
final leg after a crewman at- revolutionary "bendy" mast
tached a line to the rudder to adjust some fittings.
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Tommy Workman (26) was Calloway-County's workhorse in last week's
14-8 win at McLean County. Workman carried the ball for 21 yards on
the taker's 39-yard touchdown drive and batted away McLean's final
pass of the game in the end zone.
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'Heirloom Discovery Day'

Items Displayed At Event

peaty
By Abigail Van Buren

Little Boys
1 Only
Kiss and Tell
DEAR ABBY:I am a 23-year-old, fairly popular male who
dates a variety of girlfriends.
Abby, how come every time I date a new girl, the guys ask
me if the girl fools around and did I score with her? They
don't even ask me if I like her, or how nice she is, etc.
What is a good comeback line toast. when I'm asked these
questions?
B.K. IN MINN.
DEAR B.K.: Don't dignify juvenile questions with
any kind of "comeback." Little boys kiss and tell.
Grown men do not report scoring or striking out.
•••

-

DEAR ABBY: I was dating a guy I really liked for about
six months. (I'll call him Marty.) He proposed a couple of
times, but I'm 23 and not ready for marriage yet. We had
some really good times together.
The proble% started when Marty lost his temper and gave
me a hard shove. For a minute I was afraid he was going to
hit me, but he didn't.(Not then.) When it happened a second
time, I decided to stay away from him, but he called and
apologized, saying he'd been drinking and was upset about
something else, so I saw him again.
One night while Marty and I were out, I ran into an old
friend (male) so I stopped to talk to him for a few minutes.
Later that evening Marty accused me of coming on to the
old boyfriend, and he really lost his temper and started
hitting me.
Abby, he beat me so badly I ended up in a hospital! After I
was discharged Marty said he didn't mean it, he loved me
and swore it would never happen again.
I should have learned my lesson months ago when he first
started shoving me around, but no, I had to learn the hard
way.
I hope this letter will be a warning to other women not to
wait as long as I did to tell these macho jerks to hit the road.
J.N.D., PITTSBURGH

NEW YORK (AP) — The
elderly Russian emigre and
his wife rode the bus to
Sotheby Parke Bernet's new
gallery for "Heirloom
Discovery Day" carrying a
tea service, a few bowls and
other decorative items.
They went home, a gallery
spokesman said, with the
knowledge that the small objects from the old country
were worth an estimated
$100,000.
But the couple didn't immediately put the objects up
for sale. They said they liked
having their treasures around
and would think about it a
while.
The appraisal, which continues through Thursday, is
being held to celebrate the
opening of the gallery at 72nd
Street and York Avenue, an
offshoot of Sotheby's Madison
Avenue auction house.
When the gallery opened
Tuesday with Gov. Hugh
Carey and Mayor Edward
Koch in attendance, there
were 150 people waiting outside with possible treasures.
During the day, some 1,200
had their antiques and art objects appraised by the
gallery's experts.
First in line was a
neighborhood woman with a
Tiffany inkwell. She was told
it was worth from $300 to $500.
A Kirman rug pulled out of a

closet brought an estimate of
$7,000 to 39,000.
Another woman, told her
19th-century Oriental panel
was worth $3,000 to $5,000,said
she would stop using it as a
tablecloth and bedspread.
The Russian, who wished to
remain anonymous for fear of
burglars, said he came to the
United States in 1921 and got a
Job sweeping floors in a
millinery factory.
Before long, he owned the
factory and began to pick up
things that reminded him of
his native country — things a
poor lad like himself could
never have owned in the days
of the Czar.
One was a vase made by Ov-

Cholesterol accumulations

ctunnikov of Moscow in the
late 19th century. The old man
recalled paying $150 for it.
Sotheby's expert on Russian
decorative art, Gerard Hill,
hun it was worth $10.000 to
$12,000.
But of the 14 pieces, half the
$100,000 estimated total value
was in just one piece — a kovsh, a type of bawl with a handle originally used as a dipper.
But this kovsh, said Hill,
was never designed for dipping. Made of silver, gilded and
richly enameled, it was
designed as a "presentation
piece," and it was made by
Faberge.
The elderly Russian said he
paid $45 for it.

Grafitti Takes Place
Of Wolf Whistle
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Girder grafitti is replacing the
traditional wolf whistle here
as more and more high-rise
construction takes admiring
hard hats up and beyond the
ear-shot of female passers-by.
17-floor
the
Consider
building under construction on
a Westwood corner. In lieu of
the lunchtime chatter traditionally directed toward
women pedestrians, the
workers have spray painted:
"Hi Sherry — the Boys,"
"Thanks for the Beer, Rose
Marie" and "Oh Paulette I

Wish..." upon the beams of the
building.
Notes of a not so personal
nature also adorn the
framework of the structure,
such as "RI to the Girl on the
white Honda" and "Fifth
Floor Wow!"
Despite the sexual innuendos of some of the messages,
there is not a word of profanity
to be seen in the high-rise prose, a switch from some of the
spray painted messages that
have scarred shorter structures in the city.

I'm a
DEAR DR. LAMB
45-year-old female and I have
trouble with recurring xanthoma in the eye area What
causes this' I take four grains
of thyroid in addition to four
Atromid-S tablets every day I
have a high cholesterol and
triglyceride count. Do thse
high levels cause xanthomas"
Will diet control this' Does
smoking cause these' I am a
half-a-pack a day smoker I do
need to lose 20 pounds and I'm
on a diet prescribed by my
physician. I'd appreciate any
information you could give
me about this problem
DEAR READER — Yes,
xanthomas are accumulations
of cholesterol underneath the
skin and commonly they
occur in little plaques or
patches under the surface of
the skin of the eyelids or in
that area. You can have larger amounts of cholesterol
accumulations and nodules
other places in the body
Commonly, these are associated with a high cholesterol
level and the tendency to'
form them is usually inherited. That's why it's frequently
important to study the entire
family group when such evidences of abnormal fat and
cholesterol metabolism are
observed.
I presume that you're taking thyroid because you have
low thyroid function. Four
grains of thyroid on a daily
basis is a pretty good dose.
Individuals who have low thyroid function are prone to

adoIhaelt

DEAR J.N.D.: If only a few women learn that the
most violent beatings always begin with a shove, a
punch or a twisted arm, it will be well worth a shot in
this column.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
one reason or another
have high cholesterol levels
The list you gave me looks
Yes, diet is one of the tools like your
vitamins will not be
used to help control the level
harmful
The water soluble
of cholesterol and does help in
vitamins in reasonable
such cases. The type of diet
amounts above your daily
used is discussed in The requirements are
simply
Health Letter number 15-4, flushed out by your kidneys
Diet to Prevent Heart Attacks The two
vitamins we really
and Strokes which I am sendworry about are vitamin A
ing you. Others who want this and D. These are fat soluble
issue can send 7,, cents with a
vitamins and can be stored in
long, stamped, self-addressed
body fat They are the most
envelope for it to me in care likely sources of vitamin
toxiof this newspaper, P.O Box
city
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Usually dietary measures
alone are not adequate to lower the cholesterol sufficiently
in individuals who have
xanthoma. That's why you're
SALEM, Ore.(AP) — Actor
also getting some medicine.
Since you're overweight, I comedian Dick Van Dyke has
must stress the importance of had many proud moments, but
getting rid of every excess when he watched his son,
pound of fat you can if you Chris, being sworn in as
want to get your cholesterol
and blood fat levels down to Marion County's new district
attorney, it was "the proudest
normal.
DEAR DR. LAMB
A day of my life."
friend of mine gave me a lot
The elder Van Dyke,accomof vitamins but I would like panied by his wife, Marjorie,
your opinion before taking said Tuesday his son was
no
them.
DEAR READER — If #Ou chip off the old block. "Thank
are eating a balanced diet and God, no," he said. "He's
have no problems in digestion superior in every way."
and have no diseases you realChris Van Dyke, 30, assumly do not need additional vita- ed the office from Gary Gortmins. However, I don't object maker, who resigned Monday
to people taking an all purpose daily vitamin pill with- after nearly 16 years in office.
out excessive amounts of vita- Gortmaker was convicted
mins in them. These are Aug. Son charges of theft and
sometimes helpful to people misconduct in office. He
who do not eat adequately for awaits sentencing.

Dick Van Dyke
Enjoys Most
Proud Moment

America's Largest
Antenna Manufacturer

•

•• •

DEAR ABBY: My father-in-law iii-about 50 and is very
He doesn't seem at all self-conscious about it and
continues to eat and drink all the wrong things. He has no
interest in diets or weight-loss programs, and he avoids
doctors because he knows they will put him on a diet.
So far Pops has broken the springs in our family room
sofa and the chairs to match. Nearly every kitchen chair is
broken, too. I recently bought some cushions for our kitchen
chairs, and two days after we had them,Pops came over,sat
on one of the new cushions and tore the ties off!
Abby, I've worked for nearly five years to help buy really
nice furniture, and we can't afford to keep replacing it.
My husband doesn't have the nerve to say anything to his
father, but do you think it would be so terrible if I asked him
to buy himself a chair to use while he's at our house?
HEAVY PROBLEM

- 'AT

pbeee.

ANTENNA

DEAR HEAVY: No. Ask him. And if he's unwilling,
you should spring for one sturdy chair to be used by
Pops for his visits.

Sears

PECIAL
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SALE

as
seen
on TV

COMPARES TO
ANTENNAS
COSTING
UP
TO 50%
MORE!
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NOW 21

Galvanized Chain Link Outfits
that Sears will install for you

ONLY

PRICE WAS'1"
Outfit
48-inch height

per
lines,- foot

Terminal posts, gate posts, installation extra

antenna in 3°
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reception
steps for best
or FM staTV
every
from
range. Maxiwithin
tion
strength ,
mizes signal
minimizes ghosts and
interference. Lifetimelubricated motor.
Requires 3-wire
cable. is-ins

Armadillo Fencing for security and protection,
and to enhance your home. Strong 11 1/2-gauge
fabric. All —galvanized Armadillo Framework.
Outfit includes fabric, top rail, loop caps, line
posts, tie wires.

CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES
• Prices are catalog prices • Shipping and installation
extra • Ask about Sears credit plans • Now on gale
until September 30,1980.
S•19I•etlen Csearawtred is.

so.,Alum,. Beek

Sears
753-2310

lel Ali
Shop. Ctr.
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MARS, ROZDUCK AND CO.
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AM Witt

Mast noi
,nctuded

Replace your worn-out antenna now and see all the excitement
you've been missing! 600 wide-swept elements capture all the
available signal on every channel and pull in stronger FM radio
signals, too! Factory preassembled— just snap open the
elements. Gold Alodizede finish fights corrosion. 1S-1709

Signal Splitter Included
Separates UHF/VHF/
FM signals at the set
Only one downlead
required.

Store or Dealer Nearest You
11121eit9:30-7:00
Radio
9:30-6:00 Sat.
Olystpk Pima M
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Exhuming Oswald's
Body Termed Evil
Preposterous
FORT WORTH,Texas AP)
- An attempt to exhume the
body in Lee Harvey Oswald's
grave is "evil" and the theory
behind it "preposterous."
says the former counsel to a
congressional committee that
investigated the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy .
"There is nothing to be gained by digging that man up except harm to his fanuly,"
Robert Blakey said in an interview Wednesday.
Michael Eddowes, author of
a book that contends the body
in Oswald's grave is that of a
Soviet spy who impersonated
Oswald, is seeking permission
from state District Court
Judge James Wright to
unearth the body to check its
:dentity.

Homecoming Is
Scheduled At
Pentecostal Church
The Bethel Chapel
l'entecostal Church, located
on Highway 94 East, will have
an all day homecoming on
Sunday.Sept. 21.
The pastor, the Rev. Lloyd
Underhill, will speak at the 11
a.m. worship service with
Sunday School at 10 a.m., a
basket dinner to be served at
• 12:30 p.m., and a gospel singing in the afternoon.
The public is invited to attend.

Eddowes' request is being
opposed by Os% aid's brother.
Robert Oswald, a Wichita
Falls businessman. Marina
Oswald Porter, Oswald's
widow, had given Eddowes
permission to open the grave.
A court official said Wednesday that Wright told him he
would rule on the lawsuit Friday.
Hoitever, attorneys for both
sides have said they would appeal if Wright rules against
them.
Meanwhile,sources said the
FBI had contacted attorneys
in the case asking for permission to observe any exhumation and autopsy as an
partial observer."
The FBI declined comment.
''We have no objections (to
the FBI being present) at this
time under the circumstances," said Eddowes'
Dallas attorney, Jerry Pittman.
Oswald was identified by the
Warren Commission as the
man who assassinated Kennedy in Dallas in 1963.
Blakey said the House
Assassinations Committee
believed -- Eddowes's theory
was so shaky that it purposely
avoided questioning him.

Spring Creek To
Hold Homecoming

The Spring Creek Baptist
Church will hold its annual
homecoming on Sunday, Sept.
21, with the pastor, the Rev.
Randolph Allen, to speak at
the 11 a.m. worship services.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., a basket dinner will be
The Chestnut Grove AME served at noon, and a gospel
—Church at Hazel _will have a singing for- all singers and
special - 'Pastor-9''Appreera— - Tier-S-WitiCDWanplorrea'aslion Day" on Sunday,Sept. 21.
master of ceremonies will
The Rev. J. D. Evans of start at 1:30 p.m.
Sharon, Tenn., will speak at 11 , All persons interested in the
a.m. and the Rev. Lloyd Green 'upkeep and care of the
of Paducah will speak at 3 cemetery are urged to attend.
p.m.
Those unable to attend may
Lunch will be served at 1:30 send their donations for the
p.m. Sunday, according to a cemetery upkeep to Lexie
church spokesman who invites Watson, Route 2, Murray, Ky.
the public to attend.
42071.

Hazel Church
To Hold Pastor's
Appreciation Day

Cui
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18, 1980

Troopers Hospitalized
For Gunshot Wounds
F1SHTRAP, Ky. (Al-') Two Kentucky State Police remain hospitalized today, one
in critical condition, for gunshot wounds suffered when
they attempted to arrest a
man who had barricaded
himself and his two children in
a rural Pike County house.
Trooper Jerome Clifton was
shot in the abdomen and was
listed in critical condition
after undergoing surgery
Tuesday night at the Pikeville
Methodist Hospital.
Detective Don Weedman
was wounded in the face and
was taken to the same hospital
where he was listed in
satisfactory condition. He was

NEW PRESIDENT'S CLUB MEMBERS - Millard and Faye Kesterton, owners and
operators of Kesterson's Food Co., Paris, Tenn., have become the newest members of
the President's Club at Murray State University. Established in 1975, the club is made
up of individuals and organizations who have demonstrated through financial contributions their support of the president in his efforts to achieve the basic objectives of
the university. Murray President Constantine W. Curris, right, is shown accepting the
Kesterson's $1,000 heck.

Russia Steps Up Arms Production
By LOUIS NEVIN
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — The
Soviet Union is stepping up the
output of a powerful nuclear
missile with a range of over
3,000 miles and carrying three
warheads, each with a aunch
of 150,000 tons of TNT, the
authoritative International Institute of Strategic Studies
said today.
The Institute said Moscow
has increased the rate of its
deployment of the SS-20
missile from one every seven
days to one every five days
and now has 160 ready to go into action. The organization
called this "disturbing."
The SS-20, which is replacing the aging SS-4 Intermediate Range Ballistic
Missile first deployed in 1959,
is only one weapon in a
buildup that has given the
-Soviet-Hnion and its satellites
a big lead over the United
States and the Westerli allies
in both strategic and conventional -armaments, the - Institute said.
There is little hope of paring
the conunurust advantage until the alliance begins putting
into service new long-range
missile systems expected in

three to four years time, the
Institute said in its annual
survey of world military
might —The Military Balance
1980-1981. The survey covers
research by its staff up to July.
The Institute is frequently
consulted by leading governmental figures throughout the
non-communist world. This
year's Balance is the 21st by
the organization, which is
devoted to the study of the problems of international security, defense and arms control
in the nuclear age.
The Institute said the Soviet
program of modernization of
intercontinental missiles has
reached a point where more
than "half the ICBM force is
now less than 10 years old."
The newest American ICBMs,
the Minuteman III, were first
deployed in 1970.
'Minuteman III carries three
warheads with the equivalent
of 170,000 to 2,000,000 tons :of
TNT each. The Sqviet SS-18,
which is replacing the 55-9,
carries one warhead with the
equivalent of 18 to 25 million
tons of TNT.
The institute said the SS-18
is reportedly to be used
"against deep underground

SAVE 6.00
A GALLON ON
THE BEST PAINTS
WE MAKE!

shelters."
A new generation of shorterrange missiles for use on battlefields, the SS-21, 22 and 23,
are about to enter service, if
some have not already done
so, according to the Military
Balance.
It added that evidence is
growing that the Soviets are
also striving to develop a new
long-range bomber, probably
to be equipped with longrange, air-launched missiles.
Similar modernization programs are going on in the
Soviet navy,the Institute said,
with two new nuclearpropelled attack submarines
and a new cruiser reported on
trial and two new cruise
missiles.
The Institute warned the
United States to hurry along
more survivable strategic
nuclear forces although it
agreed that the MX, the new
U.S. mobile ICBM,' and the
takeover by the longer-range
Trident C-4 missile from the

Poseidon in American submarines "will go far to assure
the credibility of the
American deterrent."

Knights Of Columbus
To Have Annual
Fish Fry Saturday
The Knights of Columbus
will have their second annual
Fish-Fry on Saturday, Sept.
20, in the new Parish Center at
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Deefried catfish, hushpuppies, coleslaw, and drinks will
be served. Quantities will not
be limited for those who purchase tickets for the dinner.
Serving will begin at 12 noon
and continue until 6 p.m. Cost
of tickets will be $4 for adults
and $2 for children under 12.
The public is invited, and
-plenty of parking space will be
available, a spokesman said.
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Clifton, an eight-year
transferred Wednesday afternoon to Central Baptist veteran of the force, was
wounded around 7:30 p.m. by
Hospital in Lexington.
Taken into custody late a shot that apparently was
Tuesday was Champion fired randomly. It passed
Chaney, 53, who police said through two walls of the house
was being held in the Pike before hitting Clifton, according to Bradley.
County Jail.
Chaney was finally talked
Chaney was served Wednesday with warrants charging out of the house with the help
him with three counts of first of Pike County Constable
degree assault and six counts Willard Slone, a longtime acof wanton endangerment, ac- quaintance who had helped
cording to Pike Circuit Clerk the retired miner qualify for
Betty Prather Justice. The black-lung compensation.
warrants were issued by Pike Elkins said.
Slone entered the house with
District Judge Randell
Starnes, Ms. Justice said, ad- two state troopers and talked
ding that no arraignment date to Chaney, who was hiding in a
corner bedroom.
has been set.
"Slone did an exceptional
According to Captain
Morgan Elkins, commander job," said Elkins, who
of the Pikeville KSP post, of- witnessed the shootings. "He
ficers were called to the talked to Chaney for about 10
Chaney house around 2 p.m. minutes and convinced him to
EDT by the Pike County Am- drop his rifle and surrender."
Chaney surrendered without
bulance Service.
Chaney had allegedly shot a struggle at about 10:30 p.m.
his wife, Ertnalene, 36, and EDT.Elkins said.
The wounded woman and
then barricaded himself and
his two infant children in his the children were taken to
house on Jonican Creek about Pikeville Methodist after the
15 miles southeast of arrest. The children were
unhurt, and the woman was
Pikeville, Elkins said.
Eventually some 20 law en- listed in fair condition with a
forcement officers, including bullet wound in the chest.
state police and Pike County
sheriff's deputies, surrounded
the four-room frame house.
Weedman, one of the first
police officers to arrive, was
shot in the face with a .22caliber rifle as he approached
The Mt. Hebron United
the front door of the Chaney
house in an attempt to talk Methodist Church will hold
revival services starting SunChaney into surrendering.
Lt. Col. W.O. Bradley, direc- day, Sept. 21, and continuing
tor of state police field opera- through Tuesday,Sept. 23.
Services will be at 7:30 each
tions in east Kentucky,said efforts to end the impasse were evening with the Rev. Johnson
hampered ...)y the knowledge Easley,former church pastor,
as the speaker.
Iliat the tmoxiall children, 2The public is invited to atmonth-oh Wiry Ann and 13month-old Herbie, were in the tend, according to the pastor,
the Rev. Layne Shanklin.
home with Chaney.
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Methodist Church
To Hold Revival
Starting Sunday
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PADUNI MALL
WE'VE GOT IT ALL TOGETHER NOW ... WITH
• TWICE THE SPACE
* BALDWIN
ORGANS
&
PIANOS
THE
• TWICE
* KIMBALL
• TWICE THE SHEET MUSIC
• TWICE THE SERVICE
* LOWREY

ALL INSTRUMENTS ON SALE!

it

We Will Not Knowingly Be Undersold By Anyone!

Bakhan
FUNSTER

EVERYTHING
ON

INTERIOR PAINTS
Classic 99 Latex Flat reg. price $15.99

9
SALE PRICE $9.9
Enamel

Play it like regular
organ — 2 keyboards
end 13 bass pedals
with drums, borne, etc.
OR
PM IT WITH JUST 2 FINCERS
Reg. Price $1,630.00

Classic 99 Latex Semi-Gloss
reg. price $16.99

SALE PRICE $10.99

$1 98800
I g°
'

Satisfaction Guaranteed
r, the use of these
coatings or your purchase price Will
ne refunded
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Baldwin Piano
Rag. Boldorin Price $1,495.00

$1,38800

SAVE ON ALL PIANOS AND ORGANS IN STOCK

EXTERIOR PAINTS
A-100 Latex Flat reg. price $16.99

SALE PRICE $10.99
A-100 Latex Gloss reg. price $16.99
SALE PRICE $10.99
,h
Easy charge convenience With MasterCard or Visa On sale from 9/17 to 10.
C reel) The Sherven were.,conga,

iams stores
Only available at Sherwin-Will
ng Center
Southside Shoppi
So. 12th St.
753-3321

19 USED ORGANS

Li

TOO MANY TO PRICE INDIVIDUALLY. SOME BELOW COST. ALL AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS.

3 KIMBALLS
3 LOWREYS

4 WURLITZERS
2 BALD WINS

REGISTER FOR

5 HAMMONDS
1 PORTABLE
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FREE PRIZES

We're The Area's Largest and Oldest, and Were Proud of Our Name
Because It Stands For Service and Integrity.
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Cuban Government
To Return Hijackers
cent peoples, our revolution
has been forced to take the
most drastic decision."
the
"Therefore,
perpetrators of the hijacking
will be returned immediately
to the United States."
The broadcast did not otherwise specify when the' hijackers would be returned.
The return was a "drastic
measure" needed to show that
"no one can play with the
word and the honor of the
Cuban revolution," Havana
radio said.
Havana radio said io a
broadcast on Monday that the
120,000 Cubans who took boats
to the United States in the
"Freedom Flotilla" made
"one-way trips" and could not
return. It said any who
resorted to hijackings to
return would be severely
punished in Cuba or even sent
back to the United States.
The Delta Air Lines plane
was en route from Atlanta to
Columbia, S.C., with 111 people aboard on Wednesday
when it was commandeered.
The two Cubans told a
passenger that they hijacked
the plane because their new
life in New York was wearing
By The Associated Press
Four persons were killed them down and they wanted to
overnight in Kentucky traffic return home no matter what
accidents in Glasgow and in the consequences.
The hijackers, who said they
Marshall County.
State Police said two of the had been living in New York
fatalities occurred about 12:40 for four months,"wanted to go
a.m, today at Possum Trot back home to their families,"
near Calvert City in Marshall said Air Force Staff Sgt.
County in a two-vehicle acci- Frank Edwards, who acted as
an interpreter for the Cubans.
dent.
The hijackers said they
Names of the victims have
been withheld until relatives "were tired of New York,"
Edwards said."They also said
can be notified.
- Glasgow police report a dou- they didn't care about the conble fatality about 9:15 p.m. sequences."
The Delta flight was comWednesday at the intersection
of South Green St. and U.S.31- mandeered by two men who
E bypass in Glasgow, also a spilled a liquid on a flight attendant and the floor and
two-vehicle accident.
threatened to ignite what they
Killed were Mrs. Kathleen
„Sikes, 71, and .her daughter, said was gasoline. The jet
Mrs. Daphine Sikes Holcomb, refueled in Columbia and flew
to Havana, where Cuban
49, both of Scottsville.
authorities handcuffed the hiPolice said the occupant of
the second car, Darrell Gillie, jackers and -sent the Boeing
727 back to the United States.
21, was treated and released.

MIAMI (API - The Cuban
government said today it
would return to the United
States two Cubans who forced
a jet to Havana on Wednesday. The government said it
was taking the action to deter
further hijackings.
The announcement followed
by two days a Cuban vow to
get tough on homesick exiles
responsible for a spate of recent hijackings.
The hijacking was the 10th
in the United States in the past
six weeks,and authorities said
most were carried out by
disgruntled Cuban refugees
who came to the United States
this year in the "Freedom
Flotilla."
Quoting the newspaper
Granma, the official organ of
the Cuban Communist Party,
Havana radio said: "With the
purpose of definitely ending
these acts that may endanger
the lives of hundreds of inno-
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Four Persons
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Overnight Accidents
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Annual Horse Show
Called A Success
The Eighth Annual Super
Horse show held recently at
the New Providence Riding
Club was a successful show
with contestants from the
states of Tennessee, Missouri,
Mississippi, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsins as well as Kentucky present. There were 72
different towns represented
out of the above states.
The seven pleasure classes
were judged by the weighted
system using three judges.
The local people who were
successful in placing in the
horse show were: Angela
Woods, Almo 3rd in ponies 56
Inches and under, Jackie
Herndon, Murray, 1st in fox
trot, Leslie Atkins New Pro-

President Carter
Plans To Visit
Kentucky

vidence 7th in super barrel
race and Debbie McCutcheon,
Murray 1st in super barrel
race.
For the 14 class horse show
there were 366 entries. The
$500 Western Pleasure class
was won by Beryl Jones from
Thayer, Mo., riding Bar Beggar Boy. She received a
trophy and a check for $140.
The $1000 barrel race, main
attraction of the show, had 51
entries. The first place check
of $275 and a trophy was won
by another Debbie McCutcheon from Spooner, Wisconsin, who has been competing
in the Murray State Rodeo
team for two years. She was
riding.a six year old which she
had only shown six times in
competition this summer.
Their time was 16.54.
Atkins, from
Leslie
Calloway County High School
and of New Providence Riding
Club was riding a horse by the
name of Twister. They had a
time of 16.93.
There were 80 entries in the
super barrel and the intermediate barrel race.
The New Providence Riding
Club wants to thank the local
people for the support given.
Many campers spent the
weekend on the club ground,
"a club spokesman said.

'Substantial' Issues To Be Ironed
Out Before Actors Resume Work

Citizens named to the commission include Dr. David
444111.r. -

Stock Markef
Prices or starts of local interest at 11
cm CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger S Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,95 Murray,
,
-1.96
50-1
64-4
41+4
4tux
3
5.3/
104-‘,
29344-‘4
134-ti
734+k.
4
/
574S+3
2145+4
M+4
164 unc
3944-4
194 unc
32-4
674-4
234b,234a
2255-4
34 we
304+4
3155+55
34'4-4
354+4
104b,194a

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublein
I . B.M
Jerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US. Tobacco
Wendy's

days and Wednesdays at Murray State University, accor41
ding to Dr. James Carlin.
The program will start Sept.
22 and run through Dec.. 3,
Carlin said.
Included in the program are
individualized instruction for
those who may need remekliation and classes for those who
wish to enrich their reading
and skills, Carlin said. Areas
of instruction include building
a positive attitude, word
phonics,
recognition,
readiness, comprehension,
reading in content areas,
study skills and rate or fluency.
All instruction is supervised
by Carlin and Dr. Yancey
Watkins,division of reading at
MSU.
Charge is $15 per semester.
The fee may be waived if the
need exists. To enroll of to get
more information, call 7622854.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
September It, 1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Martel
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1321 Est. 560 Barrows &
Gilts 50 higher Sows steady $1.50 lower
$47.50-47 75
US l-2310-2401b..
$47.2547.50
US 2210-26016
946.25-47.25
US 2-3 HOMOlbs.
-MI6.
US 2-4 WO
Sows
011140.116 .
US 1-2 1,0-150 lbs. ..
$31.0041.10
US 1,1700-410 16. 141.0041.411 •
US 1-3 41041016.
941 0044 90
US 14NNW The:
$37.00•38.00
US 14 WNW NI
Boon 31.1144.04
.•

pension, health and welfare
contribution from producers
About 15 issues must be settled before guild members and
the American Federation of
Televison arid Radio Artists
vote on an agreement, Ms
Fellner skiid. It could take up
to two weeks to conduct the
balloting and she didn't knoa.
if actors would return to work
prior to a vote,she said.

Oil Firm Slapped With
Civil Damage Suit
SPRINGFIELD, 111. ( API A federal jury has slapped an
Illinois oil firm with $400
million in civil damages after
finding that the firm knowingly sold contaminated crude oil
that damaged the refinery of a
Kentucky oil company.
N
The jury deliberatedmost of
the day Wednesday before it
fined Bi-Petro Inc. of Springfield, said U.S. District
Judge J. Waldo Ackerman. He
said the award was the largest
in the history of this central Illinois federal court district.
The firm was fined $100
million in compensatory
damages and $300 million in
punitive damages for selling
oil contaminated with lead to
the Kentucky-based Ashland
Oil Co., Ackerman said.
The Springfield firm said it
would appeal the ruling.
Ackerman said the firm likely
would request that he lower
the cash award.

Irigoyen of Louisville, William
Dunn of Covington, J. David
Frances of Bowling Green,
Victor L. Baltzell Jr. of
Louisville, Lucille Robuck of
Richmond, Robert Maukin of
Louisville, and. Robert E.
James of Louisville.
Citizens atclarge are Jefferson District Judge yVilliam
McAnulty Jr.; Joe Kelly,
Campbellsville; Ann Driver,
Mayfield and Josephine
Richardson, Whitesburg.
The commission will advise
the governor and commissioner of corrections concerning correctional policy and
programs.

Jim Butler, a spokesman for
Ashland Oil, said the contaminated oil damaged the
firm's refinery at Buffalo,
N.Y. He said the contaminated oil was discovered
in mid-1977 and was delivered
from Bi-Petro's tanks at
Moweaqua, south of Decatur.
He said the oil was delivered
into a pipeline there owned by
Texaco City Service, and used
by numerous other oil firms.
Ashland received up to 100
barrels a day from Bi-Petro at
the Moweaqua pipeline,
Butler said. He added that the
firm did not know how long it
had been receiving the contaminated oil and only
discovered it when their
refinery began performing
badly.
Ashland Oil shipped 33,000
barrels of crude oil past the
Moweaqua section of the
pipeline every day, with about
25,000 of those barrels headed
for New York, Butler said.

Going Strong Sin,ce 1977
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$1.000 00 (
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Total Donation
Date
Signature
COMMUNITY THEATRE MEMBERSHIP - The fourth annual membership drive of the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre is under way. Funds are o.eeded to expand the fall and winter theatre season, continue work
on renovation of the old freight depot and for matching funds in the Governor's Challenge Grant, a spokesman
said. Membership in the theater is open to everyone. Those wishing more information may call the theatre at 7591752 or the director at 759-1 787. Tax deductible contributions may be sent to: Community Theatre, P.O. Box 952,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Get Ready For Winter Sale
Featuring 10% Off These Already Low Prices
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Ponderosa No. 1

Burns 24- Wood
Weighs 303 Lbs.
Brick Lined
Reg. 5299.95
Less 10%

Rebel
Double Door

II

Burns 27- Wood
Weighs 495 Lbs.
Reg. $499.95
Less 10%
'taws,

wee, •

Burns 30- Wood
Weighs 460 Lbs.
Reg. $349.95
Less 10%

1'31495

$44995

is. -

Ponderosa No. 3

$26995

Plus These Great Buys
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Livestock Market

•

Other ex-officio members
are Burnett Napier, chairman
of the state Parole Board;
Thomas Massie, deputy commissioner for community services and Al Parke, deputy
commissioner of institutions.

Vacancies Available
In Fall Reading Program
At Murray State

Hazel Lodge
To Hold
Family Potluck

estimated 1000 receipts held for special 1
p.m feeder cattle auction,
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 44 0045 75.
cutter 1-2 42 00-45 25; canner and cutter
under 11001b 37 0043.00;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-3 1000I400 lb 5000-0025. yield smile 2 502556.00. few choice ipo-soo lb vealers 73007900;
Slaughter calves untested early.
feeders untested early;
Hogs 700. compared to Wednesday's
close, barrows and gilts 25-.50 higher;
US 1-2 WHO lb 41.0040 45, US 2 2115-210
lb 41le411.101; 190 3-3 210-260 lb 41 fob
0,50; sows sOwdy; US 1-2 300-400 lb
*One 00:411'UN lb 43004550; 500-685
4/.00411.71; ilars over 300 lb RI
51.21; so4er3/11b90.50-36 so.
.1111espli: usloWed.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
15
named
Wednesday
members to the Commission
on Corrections and Community Service.
Corrections Commissioner
George Wilson will serve as
chairman of the commission.

(Photo by Kim Epley)

There are still a few vacancies in the fall reading program for grades 1-12, scheduled for 3:30 p.m. to 4:20 Mon-

Actors also want increases
in payment for movies shown
on television and for TV
reruns. The actors have been
on strike since July 21.
Under the agreement on the
home video portion of the contract, actors will receive
slightly less than 5 percent of
the producers' gross revenues
from the home TV market
This includes a 0.5 percent

Governor Names 15
To Corrections And
Service Commission

PLANNING CONVENTION AT MURRAY STATE - Members of the keybeard faculty in the Department of Musk
at Murray State University discuss the annual convention
of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association scheduled
on the campus Oct. 19-21. Shown are (from left) Dorothy
Mason, Dr. judyth Lippman, Or, James McKeever, and
Marie Taylor. The Department of Music will serve as the
host for the 1980 convention, with Mrs. Taylor as the
local chairman. Mrs. Mason is president of the Murray
Music Teachers Association, which will be assisting with
the convention, and both Dr. Lippman and Dr. McKeever
will conduct individual sessions during the convention
program.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) - President Carter
plans to visit Kentucky
sometime in the next few
weeks, probably stopping in
the eastern part of the state,
says Dale Sights of Henderson, the president's Kentucky
contact man.
Kentucky was chosen as a
campaign stop in a meeting
Sights had with Carter Monday night, the Henderson
businessman said Wednesday
in Bowling Green.
Sights said it will be a few
days before the exact location
of the visit will be made final.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 will
But he said he expected it to
hold a family potluck supper
be in eastern Kentucky
visited on Saturday, Sept. 20, at 6:30
Carter
because
p.m. at the Hazel Community
Henderson this year and
Center.
Louisville and Bardstown last
The lodge will furnish the
year.
meat, bread, and drinks.
All members and their
families, and also widows of
LOUISVILLE, Ky Al') - USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves past Masons are invited and
IWO; compered to Wednesday's close, urged to attend, a lodge
represented slaughter classes near spokesman said.
steady, feeders unheated early,

•

substantial.
Negotiations resuinec
Wednesday after actors and
producers agreed on residuals
to actors on pay-TV,
videocassette and videodisc
programming. Little progress, however, was reporte,d
on those issues dealing with
actors' base pay and television residuals.
The guild has sought a 35
percent increase in base pay
over the life of a three-year
contract. Producers have offered a 12 percent pay increase the first year and 8 percent in each of the next two
years.
'4

HOLLYWOOD (API
Despite a tentative agreement
on reimbursement to actors on
the sale of home video products, -substantial" issues remain to be ironed out before
striking actors return to work,
a spokeswoman for the actors'
union says.
"We're kind of cleaning up
pieces of the pay-TV agreement," said the Screen Actors
Guild's Kim Feltner on
Wednesday. "It's been sort of
the negotiators talking to each
other and working things
through and then coming back
to the caucuses. The issues
(remaining) are very

ass
sm.
lot

;

Fireplace
Insert
Weighs 375 Lbs
Reg. $599.95
Less 10%

,

$5;995

.94.sirli,41:140.11:ri

.4e
r4117101'11

Ponderosa
No. 28

Ponderosa No. 23-1

Includes Blowers

Woodmaster
Fireplace Insert

Reg. $595.00

'535w

NOW

Complete With
Trim and Blowers

Hutch Rebel

Fireplace
Insert

Hearth
Heater
End Load
Burns 26- Wood
Weighs 280 Lbs
Reg. $399.95

$35995

No. HR-36
Fits Up To A
36- Fireplace
Weighs 495 Lbs
Reg $799 95

95
...$719

and Trim Kit

Murray Lawn & Garden
200 E. Main

753-3361
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
UNotice

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

that mitre soca& picture
that can imly be Teptured
heavy oils it is

for

ITS A
FACT
:Friar 01 wrnpPing
6specialty at

Happy
Birthday
J.D.

301 Moon

Starks

Check
Your
Ad ,

P• LP Li
M & G Complete Glass Corn
pany has a complete hoe of
glass We do all types of glass
repair and replacement work,
such as storm windows and
doors, auto glass plate and window glass, plexiglass patio
doors and store front work.
glass table tops and mirrors cut
to all sizes and shapes. Also
picture framing Come by 816
Coldwater Road or call 753018001 after 5 pm, 753-2798

LEATHER REPAIR and custom

Reasonable Call

THE TROPICAL
HUT
109 Fentress St.
Dowateara,
Paris, Toaftessoos
Our Spectra, this week lgun
no and Swords Grfi Cr
nticates and layaways

t(

2 Side by side
3 Native metal
4 Tellurium
symbol
5 Pintail ducks
6 Detergent •
7 Sunburn
8 Qt part
9 Lubricate
10 Unrivaled
11 Greet Lake
16 Vegetable
17 Faction
20 Difficulty
22 Compass pt
25 Winged
26 Frozen water
27 Permit
28 Wine cup
29 Goal
31 Pedal digt
33 Foothke part
34 Wnghke
36 Goblet
37 Embrace

Advertisers ore
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections. This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE

2

1

3

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
ART

CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE

39 Diphthong
40 Denude
41 Man's nickname
42 Danish island
44 Girl's name
45 Booty

46 Girl's name
48 Droop
50 Mo
51 Transgress
53 Negative
54 Tantalum
symbol
10 11

9

567

a

13

14

23

.
II24
a

5. Lost and Found

27

11

30

3i

34

32

Ur

49

47

AM
J

/44
11

43 l

1

Nom, IC,

1S

ill21 22

20

FREE
Nearing Aid
Servic• Center
9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
Friday, 26th
Wallis Drag St.,.
- mem..4 5.....
INNes,14 Ph 427 .11461

17

10

Big Knights of Columbus Fish.
Fry, Saturday. September.20th,
noon-6 pm in St. Leo's Parish
Center. All you can eat deepfried fish, coleslaw, hush puppies, drinks. Cost: $4 for
adults, $2 for children

ES

EYES

A PED

12

19

IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK

OF AN ERROR.

4

15

P0 L

SEER

VIA

A

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Blemish
5 Fast planena
Pms. e.g.
12 Peel
13 Extinct bird
14 Row
15 Exist
16 Legumes
18 Hawaiian
wreath
19 Sun god
20 Retain
21 Preposition
23 Scale note
24 Paths
26 Perfect
28 Apportion
29 High card
30 Pemil
32 Flesh
33 Baker's
product
34 In addition
35 Hign mu&
3B Precious
stone
37. Neer
38 Morays
40 Side dish
41 College deg
43 Cooled lava
44 Heavenly
body
45 State Abbr
47 Roman
bronze
49 Tossers
-5-1 offspring
52'Copy
55 African country
56 SP190t
57 Poker stake
DOWNI
1 Mast

753 8298

Bible Facts Free Store for the
eedy. 759-4600

Hardware
l2tri &Popi,ir
75.1 122

Loott„....1
wort,

CARTER STUDIO

S2

WI

SS

57

PEANUTS
DO YOU KNOW THAT
GIRL'S NAME,
CHARLIE BROWN?
I

Found' Ladies wrist watch,
owner may claim by identifying. Call 753-1799 after 6 pm.
Lost Golden Retriever. female.
Child's pet. $20 reward! Call
.....
753-0305.
Lost: Small white, long haired
Maltese, female. 2 miles east
on 94 near West Kentucky
Glass Works. Reward offered!
Work. 762-4483, ask for
Georgie, after 5. 759-1475.

SHE ISN'T HOME
I LL RETURN
THIS GLUE TO
IRMA

Wanted: Someone to cut the
grass on two yards on Route 4,
Murray, near Providence
Phone 492-8403 or 492-8592.
Wanted Assistant Manager.
Company seeking aggressive individual, high school graduate
Good siarting salary, excellent
advancement opportunities, all
insurance, profit sharing. Must
have auto. Contact First Industrial Plan, 400 South 6th,
Paducah. KY.(502)443-2467.
Wanted Full time day and
night help. Also Assistant
Manager position available. Apply in person at Burger Queen.

10. Bus. Opportunity
Open your own retail apparel
shop Offer the latest in leans,
denims and sportswear.
$14.850 includes inventory,
fixtures. etc. Complete store!
Open in as little as 2 weeks
anywhere in U S.A. (Also infants and childrens shop). Call
SUE, TOLL FREE 1-800-8744780.

Would like to buy number Per
or number 2 steel traps. Also
for sale, number 1 steel traps.
Call 489-2224, after 4 pm.

tWiiIits For Sale
sale Snap on tool box. 3
drawer, top and bottom, $300.
Tools S & K, $175. 753-7228,
ask for Eric.
For sale. 200 amp service with
pole, meter base, and weather
head. $150 or highest offer. 12
guage Winchester pump
shotgun, like new, $75. 7539644 after 5 pm.
Full length burgundy leather
coat, size 18, excellent condition, $100. Call 753-3181 after
4 pm.
For sale: Crane and cherry
picker at the Calloway County
Garage, Sycamore Extended.
See J.B.
Large size used Franklin stove,
good condition. Call 753-2206
after 5 pm.
New set of Wilson shooting star
beams, plus 300 foot new
coax, $160. Call 437-4849.
Pure, fresh, sweet apple cider,
$3 per gallon. Call 753-2797.
Used Franklin stove. 436-5331.
For

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.

1T. Want To Buy
Eluck. Call
Good used
for Chris.
,
after
753-95 5.
R,ecord albums and .45's from
the 50's. Rock & Ralf only, in
good condition.. Call Bob at
489-2480.
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.
Want to buy: Small acreage
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
_ road frontage on pawed road.
-City water. Also need lot in
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
pm.
Wanted Very nice sturdy
wooden baby bed. Call after 6
pm. 753-3892.

18. Sewing Machines
FOR SALE
Singer Sewing
Used
Machine, zig-zag and all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
cash price 539.50. Call
Martha Hopper 354-6521.

Singer sewing machine,
repossessed. 778 model Free
Arm (Touch and Sew).
Payments. $15.75. Call 7535323.

I CAN'T REMEMBER
NAMES, BUT I NEVER
FORGET A SLIEHT

19. Farm Equipment
1966 Case backhoe, number
530 gas, and Tandem axle
trailer. Call 474-2774.
135 Diesel, Massey Ferguson,
1300 hours, plow, disc,
bushhog, cultivator, and grader
blade. 753-2632.
300 Massey Ferguson Combine.
Both headers. $6700. Also two
110 gallon under mount tanks.
492-8790.
Massey Ferguson 150 diesel
tractor, good condition, new
rear tires with 3-12 Inch plows;
8' wheel disc; cultivator; one
row tobacco setter; 6' blade
pond scoop; 5' rotary cutter
farm wagon; 3 point hitch
hydraulic wood splitter,
Creasote posts; tobacco sticks
502-753-4951.
300 Massey Ferguson combine.
Call 435-4244.
MS 135, 5' bushhog, number
214 plows. Call 753-2418.
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BEETLE BAILEY
MY SPEECi4
BORING YOU,
MAJOR?

IS

4J/4

ER...NO, SIR. IT'S
JUST THAT YAWNS ARE
SO CATCWING! YoLl SEE
SOMEONE ELSE YAWN,
AND

(OKAY, THEN
WHO STARTED
IT?!

YOU NAVE TO YAWN
TOO

/\

22. Musical
Cortez six string Folk Guitar
with hard sheel case, excellent
condition, $80 or best offer.
753-5632.
Lay-a-way your piano or organ
now for Christmas. New Shipment just arrived. Refinance.'
Clayton's -1 & B Music,
Chestnut St.. Murray, 7537575.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.

uJAIa
q-e
WELL EAT THE HALF
TV-IAT I SN Tl

( HEY WA,TER

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
photo 753-3114

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
$29.99. Installation kit, 6",
$29.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
COIN-MASTER - 6/DB metal
dectector one of the best
White Electronics makes. Used
only few hours. New warranty.
Call 753-1575 after 5 pm
weekdays, anytime Saturday.
Double barrel wood burning
stove. Made from L.L. Beam
factory kit. Ideal for large
garage or shop. Used two
winters. Unusual heating
capacity. $100. Call 753-7477.
For sale: Fiberglass for underpinning and carports. Plexiglass for storm doors and windows, used office furnituredesk, safes, file cabinets,
chairs. Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse., Inc., Martin, TN 38237.
Phone 901-587-2420. Open
Mon.-Fri. 730 to 5:00, Saturday 730 to 300.
Interior white latex paint,
$4.99 per gallon in five gallon
containers. Sherwin Williams,
753-3321.
Minolta SRT-101 35 mm
camera. Black body, 35 mm
lens, 58 mm lens - F1.4. 55
mm - F1.7. 135 mm - F2.8. All
lenses are Rokkorpf, one
Soh& 55 mm x 135 mm
telephoto. 753-8351.
Wait and burn green wood, or
order now and burn seasoned
wood. Call 436-2758.

26. TV-Radio
Don't miss your favorite iv.
programs! Capture it on your
very own videci recorder. Also
put your family on film with
our cameras and recorders.
Claytons - J & B Music. 7537575.
Wanted, Responsible party to
take up small payment on
Magnavox color t.v. Warranted.
,
753-7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 Parkhill, double wide, 3
bedroorq, 2 bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, just been
remodeled. $13.000. Call 5273149.,
Schevelle. Two
12x5
bedroom, furnished, airconditioned, electric or gas
heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 4892842.
12x60 Trailer. Like new, 2
2 baths. Call 753/
bedrooms, 11
0031.
1971 Wheeler, 12x50, 2
bedroom, gas heat, central air,
$4600. Call 437-4540.

28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished, good condition, from $145. Call 7538964.
Two bedroom furnished mobile
home, $100 per month. Call
759-4178 or 618-5247-8973,
collect.
Two bedroom mobile home
with central air and heat.
Families only. No pets. 7532377.
Two bedroom trailer, furnished,
air, gas heat, 10 miles east of
Murray. $100. Call 436-2828.
Two bedroom, 1 or 2 adults.
Water furnished. $50 deposit,
$95 per month. Highway 121
South, 1 mile from city limits.
Call 753-5405 after 5 pm.

A manufacturing plant located in Northwest Tennessee
is seeking qualified candidates for the position of Per-

THI5 PAINFUL WOUND
SLOWED 1-IIM UP,,, HE
COU LPN'T HUNT HIS
NORMAL PREY.

Supervisor. This position has responsibility for
a brood range of activities including employment,
union relations-, employee relations program, administration of personnel' records and the administration of job bidding, recall, and lay off
sonnel

procedures. Prior experience is desired. A degree in
business or personnel is required. Applicant must have
career aspiration in the field of personnel. Send
resume and salary history in confidence to, Industrial
Relations Manager, P. 0. Box 610, Paris, Ten 38242.
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
'AlarY
ill

.P1

Mini
Worohooso
Storage Specs
For Rost

32. Apts. Foilent

PERSONNEL
SUPERVISOR

---71

30. Business Rental

753-4758

••••

777

rent See Brandon
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court

Trailer for

23. Exterminating

For sale: 2 chairs: Lazy Boy,
gold fabric. Kraler lounge.
Good condition. $35 each. 7539370.
For sale: 11x14 shag carpet,
brown, black and beige in color. Call 753-4913 after 430
pm.
For sale: Extended firm double
mattress and box springs, like
new. Make offer. Call 753-7976
after 4 pm.
42" Round oak table; 42"
square 5 leg table, 2 oak one
drawer bedside tables; oak ice
box; 6 bentwood chairs; trunks,
all sizes, $20 and up. Call 4374164..
Tappan free standing range.
Green. $150. Call 753-7692 or
753-1287.
White gas stove, continuous
cleaning, Coronado. $100. Call
437-4540. ,

41.Public Sale

28. Mob. Home Rents

Used Baldwin Studio piano, used Baldwin organ, both ideal
for church or home. Used and
new Baldwin Grand pianos tit
for kings or queens. Practict
pianos Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from post office, Paris,
TN.

16. Home Furnishings

I'LL LEAVE IT WHERE SHE'LL BE
SURE TO FIND IT

C,

22. Musical

14. Want To Buy

Dependable person to do frequent babysitting in my home
some weekends and nights
Call 753-3493
Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply "HomeworkersS12A", Bak 94485, Schaumburg. IL 60194.
Seamtress position. Must be
experienced with sewing
machine Inquire in person at
Boone's Cleaners, 605 Main.

ONE DAY LAST MONTH
I OFFERED HER HALF OF
MY CANDY BAR AND SHE
JUST WALKED AWAY .
,
-7141

NANCY

-

Apartment and rooms for rent,
furnished and unfurnished
Call 753-8355 from 830 AM to
5 PM.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
New duplex for rent or sale! 2
bedroom plus carport All appliances furnished with washer
and dryer hookup. No pets. Call
753-2965.
One bedroom, stove,
refrigerator, and water. Call
753-5410.
One bedroom furnished cotairAppliances,
tage.
conditioned. No pets. Deposit
required. $100. Call 753-8271.
One bedroom apartment, Lynn
Grove, $90 per month, stove
and refrigerator furnished. Call
753-7874.
Two bedroom duplex, appliances furnished. Available
now. Phone 753-9400.
2
/
Three bedroom duplex, 31
miles south on 641. $200 plus
deposit. 492-8120.
Two bedroom duplex, central
heat and air, outlets for washer
and dryer. Couples preferred.
No pets. Call 753-9741.

34. Houses For Rent
Four room furnished house for
rent. Washer. East of Almo. No
pets. Prefer elder couple. $70
per month. Call 753-6791.
We need a nice married couple
to rent a good brick home, partially furnished, 8 miles
Murray.
of
southeast
References and deposit. Call
492-8594 after 6 pm.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Custom made bridles, harness,
halters, moccasons, and chaps.
Other leather items. Call 7539736.
Gaited pony, 13 hands, gentle,
rides and drives. 753-0672.
30 Herferd and Angus cows,
and bred heifers will start calving in February. $15.000. Call
753-3625.
Pigs approximately 70 lbs. Call
753-2418.

Big neighborhood yard sale.
517-515 Whitnell. Friday and
Saturday. 19th and 20th
Carport sale! Children and
adult clothes, 517 South 8th.
Friday 7-5 and Saturday 7-2.
Garage sale, house, shop, and
work items. Friday and Saturday, Overbey Road Call for
directions, 753-6010.
Gigantic yard sale! Furniture,
clothes, glassware, many more
items. 1300 Poplar, Friday,
September 19th, 8 to 6
Garage sale, September 19th
and 20th, Camelot Subdivision„ 8-5. Clothes of all sizes,
winter and summer; handmade
quilts and afghans. Out South
16th to Gibbs Store Road, turn
left, go to Camelot Drive, turn
right, go to Merlin Drive, turn
right and go to Knight's Way
Drive, turn left, third house on
right.
Garage sale, Friday and Saturday. September 19th and 20th.
Franklin stove, pie safe, cast
iron kettles, and other items.
707 Sycamore.
Moving sale! Hundreds of concrete blocks, garden tiller,
power garden cultivator with
attachments, all sorts of tools,
household items, lots of other
things. Box 175, Kirksey,
Highway 299. 489-2330.
New Concord Auction Barn,
regular sale, Saturday,
September 20th, 700 pm. This
week we have a barn full! Call
Bob Belson, 436-5353 or Terry
Shoemaker, 753-9324.
Saturday, September 20th, 8
AM til ?. Small appliances:
children's clothing, in excellent condition; coats;
bedspreads with matching
drapes, toys and much more.
Gatesborough Subdivision,
1106 Larkspur Drive. Cancel in
case of rain!
sale!
party yard
Six
Miscellaneous, children's
clothing, household items Friday and Saturday, 8-5, 700 Earl
Court.
Two party yard sale. Friday and
Saturday, 19th and 20th, 8 tit
?. Radio and stereos, speakers,
lamps, tables, chairs, quilts,
afghan, flowers. 1004 Fairlane
Drive. Phone 753-3845.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer stud service. Super
champion bloodline. Also AKC
Boxer puppies. Call 753-0347.
AKC registered adorable Pug
puppies. They make wonderful
pets! 753-7438.
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies. Buff and white. Call
753-9459 after 5 pm.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. Breed handling,
tracking, and protection. All
breeds and ages. Professional
instructor. 436-2858.
For sale Beagles. Phone 4892415.

40. Produce
Fresh Gulf shrimp, direct from
Galvaston. $6 a pound. Call
759-4410.
Carport sale, 9 til ?, Friday, corner of Bailey Road and Covey
Drive. For more information
call 753-0185.
Flea Market, Big Joe's Barbeque, one mile out 121 North.
For set up space call 492-8120
or 436-5671, Saturday 20th.
Garage sale, 8 am, 1603
Catalina Drive, Friday and
Saturday.
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43. Real Estate
27 Acres m/I of fertile
land...Just right for cattle,
horses, or row cropping. This
has 22 acres
farm
cleared. highway frontage on
94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors for more information on this mini-farm.

Tw

refrig

cookii

Seth
all kir

,
11. feeder, sante
Nnow. b•Nr, awl

FARMS-HOMES
BUSINESSES
LANE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
Listings needed? Offices
Coast to roost. Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
STROUT REALTY
Mow Broil*,
ITITC•hAN,N,Ea
Palmy. Ity

753-0186
ArlyNo•

New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, brick veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic size pool,
central heat and air, fireplace,
burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585,
Geneva Jones 753-6557.
CUSTOM COMFORT. Two yea old
2 bedroom, off South loth

41. Public Sale

4ric

ADAM TAKE YOUR EVE by the
band and lead her into your own 3
bedroom, 2 bath, completely fur.
fished, modular home

•

t4

RI Al ItT \II
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

..
1121
It

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

Biliemeimensnownessami 753-°984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the but for less.
CLOUD ROM PRI 4 p II TR We

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE
Monday evening, Sept. 29th at 6:00 p.m. wM sell at
Ageism dm late Ted Brewer Trailer and lot in Baywood
Vista Sabilivision on Blood River.
Extra nice 3 bedroom, bath and o half with out
buildings and lots of extras. Detailed information or
appointment to show by calling

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128 or
Coleman Real Estate, 753-9898

Friday

Arthu
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. Real[state

43. Real Estate
Do you own your own lot 01 lot
and mobile home' If you do
and your family income is
within the following adjusted
income limits, yob may quality
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home Income
limits are Two in family
$13.500. Three in family
$15.150. Four in family
$17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up. why not
visit our office today and let us
now 753terms
talk
1492 . CENTURY 21 Loretta
lobs. Realtors at 1200
Sycamore.

STARTER HOME!
Here is an ideal first
home. It has 3
bedrooms, living
room, nice kitchen
with plenty of cabinets
and bath. The house
was
completely
redecorated last fall
inside and out. It's in
tip-top shape and only
$25,000. Should easily
qualify for VA or FHA
loans. Make this your
first home!

JOHN SMITH

753-7411
AkouND I Hi I iv( k
Always wanted a home with
small acreage" This is an excellent opportunity because
the land is highly productive
and the house is sound. New
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings._
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
tendable, 2 in timber
Homeplace and buildings occupy about 2 acres Call 7531492 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors and let us show
you this farm today. Located
Lynn Grove area.
FOR RENT
Two bedroom mobile
home, 2 full baths,
water, trash pickup, TV
antenna service, stove
and refrigerator furDeposit
n i shed.
required.
753-9898
•

AI
REAL ESTATE

& P00011311 MANIAC/

I
INT

EXECUTIVE HOME
FOR SALE
OR RENT
Gatesboro home with 3
bedrooms,2 baths,formal dining room,
large kitchen, central
air and heat pump
heating system. House
is vacant and may be
purchased or rented.
Call Kopperud Realty
for details. 753-1222.
FOR THAT
COUNTRY
FEELING '
See this four bedroom,
2 -bath roomy brick
home on private acre,
7 miles from Murray.
A real country
charmer priced at only $29,900. Just listed.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for full
time real estate service.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, September 20th
at-10:00 A.M.,
520 Irvan St.,
Paris, Tennessee
Two bedroom suites, living room suite, stove,
refrigerator, table and chaiect-Tot-s- of dishes and glass,
cooking utensils, wash kettle, bean pot, tea kettle,
Seth Thomas clock, desk, old guns, odds and ends of
all kinds. Estate of the late Mrs. J. L. Benison.

Shortie McBride,
Auctioneer, Number 247

43.lei Estate

50. Used Trucks

53. Uivices Offered

51:Services Offered

.111111l1111111111iiiii U iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Groups,
Families,
Licinsed Electrician and gas ininstallation
Reunions, Remember
Chevy truck., stallation heating
and repairs Call 753-7203
those special occasions
!Excellent condition.
It
Mobile homes moved Insured
CARTER STUDIO
.753-0486.
!
II
state licensed Unblocked and
3i4 Main
753-8298
BOYD MAJOR
work
-"dt blocked Also service
--d.
47irsic!!Ariede'd.
REAL ESTATE
Benton 1-527-8740
Will do painting. 15 years en
I
1970 Jeep truck with topper
1538080
Need work on your trees" Topp perience
Nine bedroom home
Call 753-8762
$1800 Call 753-5889
corn
shaping
ii olessIonal tirr,otr,
mg, pruning
near the compus ad
anytime.
510.'FIR
1974 Ford Bronco Power steer- plete removal and more Call
1..101% 1,101
M S.U. Ample both and
ing, brakes and air, V8 BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for Will haul driveway white rock
COUNTRY
kitchen facilities. Cen,
AutOrnatic, extra sharp. 1952 professional tree care. 753- and Ag lime, also have any type
ESTATE
and
Exair.
nal heat
of brown or white pea gravel
GMC half ton pickup Must 8536
New colonial home on
cellent year round inAlso do backhoe work Call
sell Call 492-8713.
corn
12 acres, so many luxpaperhanging
Painting
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
come. Seller will finan1950 GMC Pickup with 321 mercial or residential Farm 753-6763.
uries, so much
ce. Call for more inmotor Also 951 Chevrolet buildings etc 20 years ex1,1
spaciousness,
formation on how easily
pickup with 6 cylinder motor perience Free estimates 759- WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
rooms, 3 baths full
this con be yours.
COATING & SEALING. Have
Call 436-2439 after 4 30 pm
finished basement, 2
1987
49. Used Cars
44. Lots For Sale
your Come driveway or parking
fireplaces, owner will
1968 Volkswagen camper van PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND lot sealed professionally before
4 34-2414
14•64, into*
153-1416
for
city
consider trade
MM. W4broson
For sale 3 bedroom. 2 bath 1972 Chevrolet. 2-door, vinyl with pop-top. New motor Good VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years ex winter 753-8163
153-5125
111•49c• 11•966
property or will
brick home, 509 Blair, near top power steering and brakes. tires. Excellent condition Call penence Paducah. KY. 898133-3409
lsolu B•449
Wet basement' We make wet
finance to qualified
1•••• 26••••0340 449
MSU and high school Priced in Call 753-3761 or 606 Broad Ex- 489-2611
3873 or 443-7365.
133-9324
basements dry, work completebuyer.
well
teacher
$60's Call 753-1485 for ap- tended
lessons
Piano
51. Campers
ly guarenteed Call or write
very
pointment
experienced,
and
Murray-Calloway
1980 Chevette, 4-cloor, air- See the new Prowler trailers for qualified
Morgan Construction Co
OWN YOUR
reasonable rates. 753-8964.
County Realty
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
Three bedroom house with conditioned, AM-FM radio, 4- 1980 - Also many good used
OWN BUSINESS
(502)753-8146
large garage on 3 acres. Near speed. 10.800 miles. excellent trailers. Arrowhead Camper REMODELING. REASONABLE KY 42001 or Call day or night
Commercial Property
304N 12th St
Sales, Highway 80 East. Guaranteed Free estimates 1-442-7026
State Line off Highway 121. condition $4500. 436-5518
in a good location
753-9736
Murray, Ky. 42071
price $28,000. Call 436-5325. 1973 Century Buick. Body and Mayfield. KY. 241-8187.
Will do plumbing._
- lots
Stop! For all your repair needs. conditioning painting, carpet
motor in great condition Air- 52. Boati and Motors
Three bedroom, 1 bath,
of equipment with
plumbing
carpentry,
roofing.
try. concrete and roofing, 753
acre with stock barn and fenc- conditioned and brand new 15 Foot 1980 Charger ski boat
building. Interested
and electrical work look no
ed lot. Equity assume tires. Call 492-8793
41 Lots For Sale
call 753-8080 for more
with 80 hp Manmer motor morel Call 753-9226 or 753- 2211 or 759-1270.
payments. Call 489-2798.
information. Will con1973 Dodge Monica. 55.000 Price will include all boat and 9623. We'll do your job large or
Lots for sale in Bagwell Manor.
56. Free Column
sider lease.
actual miles, good condition. ski equipment. Call 753-5094. small. All work done to your
all utilities Call 753-4389 or 47. Motorcycles
Four long haired kittens 7
or nights
753-7422
days
Call
satisfaction.
753-5960
1971 Honda 750. Call 753161/2 Foot Glasspar. 70 hp Merg
weeks old Call 753-0747 after
753-8080
753-6756
after
bushhogging
Tractor work
9737 after 6 pm.
cury, $900. Call 436-5859
pm
4
work
plowing discmg blade
1969 Ford Thunderbird. 5 pm.
46. Homes For Sale
1911 Honda 750, completely
in
gardens Free estimates Call Free bud dog pup to a gooc
and
motor,
For sale by owner 2 bedroom rebuilt, excellent condition, Mechanically sound, body
Boat,
For sale.
home Ca1l'489-2436
would make ex753-740001 753-2632
_brick home on 14 acres, 4 asking $1000. Call 436-5494, fair condition,
trailer. Car tape player and 23
cellent work car $400 firm.
641,
on
Murray
of
north
miles
753-6348
Call
after 3 pm
channel C.B.
Purdom 8 Thurman
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
full basement and unfinished
after 4 pm. It's time for FALL CLEANING.
Ins
s1979 Sportster, extra low
Ford
1972
753-2984.
trade:
or
sale
For
$45,000.
attic.
Real Estate
Low Line, 14 foot. 35 hp
mileage Lots of extras Call
1978
Stationwagon. good, airJohnson motor, trolling motor,
Southside Court Square
436-5356
conditioned. $800. Call 753For 'sale. 3 bedroom brick
Residential 8 Commercial!
bass seats, trailer. Call 759Murray, Kentucky
Call
Motorcycle
XL-75
1979
located
9288.
location,
house, choice
Free Estimates!
4663.
753-4451
435-4424
from
miles
4.4
on 5 acres,
For sale 1979 T-Bird Town LanCall 759-1176
Offered
Services
53.
workshop.
outside
tOwn With1919 Yamaha 400 Special Can dau, loaded, must sell or soCLEANING
Two baths, formal living room, be seen Cain 76 or phone 753- meone take over payments. Call CARPET
kitchen
and
den
combination
Guaranteed. References Free
5862
753-6520 after 5 pm.
kitchen
3
two
of
homes,
lots
bedroom
Five 2
area with
Enduro, 1973 Monte Carlo. good. estimates. 753-9736
bedroom homes, one 4 cabinets. Dishwasher. electric 1978 Yamaha 175
1979. Only mechanical condition. $850.
in
new
bought
[Pate of Mrs. William S. Stone (widow of
and
washer
bedroom
refrigerator,
5
one
home,
range,
bedroom
ROOFING
Dr. William S. Stone), Saturday, Sephome, 40 acres of land, all for dryer included. Call 753-1746 1900 miles. Cycle and 2 Call 437-4950.
and
Commercial
helmets, $650. Call before 3
$296,000. Prefer to sell all as a for appointment.
1973 Mercury Monteray, air
20, 1980,10:00 a.m.
tember
Shingle
Residential,
pm, 759-1814.
package, but will consider sellpower steering, power brakes
and bullt-up roofs.
Location - 207 E. 10th St., Benton, Ky.
combinaany
in
Services
Auto.
bedroom
or
seperate
ing
48.
AM-FM stereo Nice $995.
For sale by owner 3
References, all work
Nearly all items aro Other my finis collectablits or
tion, Contact Mr. Spurlock at house, newly decorated By ap- Import parts. Datsun, Toyota 436-5434
g
teed, 759-4512
antiques. Many, many goodies.
for
Associates
.
Realty
Spann
pointment only, 753-6558
Camero, silver with
engines. Call 474-2325.
1977
Nice
or 759-1859.
2 wash stands
details. Call (502) 753-7724.
ANTIQUES AND FURNITURE
Two bedroom home on 1 11 acre Volkswagen. type 3. engine and completeing orange stripes.
desks. ice box 10 antique china fish plates
Good gas Concrete and block work Block
lot, 5 miles north of Murray. parts. 489-2330.
AM-FM radio
glass door book case, small tables, cane bot
Call 474-2337
mileage Call 753-5437
garages, basements, driveways,
torn choirs I camel back trunk child's-rocker,
- 49. Used Cars
1974 Pontiac LeMans, low walks, patios, steps, free
Two bedroom cabin, large lot,
cane bottom rocker, large beveled gold frame
100x-300, lots of trees. Crappie 1975 Buick Limited. One mileage, good condition. must estimates. Charles Barnett,
mirror. rocking chairs. small toledo table 2
Hollow Subdivision. $6500 .owner. 42.000 miles, loaded, sell $'615 or best offer. 1114 753-5476
dressers wicker chairs, iron beds tin door
L. 753-1222 Call 247-6989.
$2400 753-4856 after 5 pm.
Poplar or call 753-1852.
Experienced painter will paint
pie safe 2 oak dining choirs closed door
1967 Tempest Pontiac, fair your house, inside or out. Free
safe_bed & dresser. bishops chair, baskets of
16.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
condition, $400 Call 753-6647 estimates. 436-2580
COUNTRY
all sizes, churns, crocks, 1 treadle sewing
209 Walnut Strad
after 5 pm.
machine and one base, tin oven jewelry
CHARM
Fence sales at Sears now Call
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Real peace and quiet
boxes kitchen cabinet 5 leg maple dining
1973 VW Thing, very good run- Sears. 753-2310 for free
Saturday 730 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
table, flour barrel beveled wall mirror 1858
in this 2 bedroom brick
ning condition. $1500 Call estimate for your needs
Price of
fruit jar, oil lamps child's ice cream table and
home on lovely tree
436-5859 after 5 pm
For appliance repair refrigeraHAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
4 chairs, iron tea kettle. 2 iron half beds bufshaded lot. Approx1914 VW Super Beetle Sun tion and small electrical repair
please (.11 711 1611 one day d, ad,otwe
F,, Hourreo mouu
fet china cabinet. 6 oak dining chairs chest of
imately 7 acres, inroof, 48.000 actual miles. Call lobs. call Bill Rollins. 753drawers electric stove and refrigerator oak
cluding several farm
0762
753-677,6 after 5 pm
dining table and chairs, high top button
buildings and 2 stock
1974 VW Dasher stationwagon, Fireplace inserts custom built
shoes, library table with selves fireplace
barns.
Acreage
automatic, air, good gas Fireplace and chimney brick
front, slop jars, many china whot-nots, books,
suitable for horses or
mileage Call after 6 pm. (901) repair. Call after 6 pm 436
Saturday, Sept. 20- 10 a.m.
quilts couch and chair five shelf cabinet
cattle. Price just
2855.
247-5203.
At the Leona Stoners home, 705 Chestnut St. Murray, Kentucky
small gypsy table butter bowls, silverware,
reduced $3000 to
For all your plumbing in50. Used Trucks
$50,000!
dishes. pots and pans block and white
Will sell a house full of nice furniture. Almost new apstallation and repair. all work
television, step ladder, enamel pitcher. 2
1975 Dodge high top camper
pliances; lots of small items; and antiques. Electric
guaranteed. call 753-8950.
hanging ceiling lights. garden tools.
A WORD TO
van, $3995 Call 753-5242
range; frostless refrigerator with ice maker; new
Home improvements Building
evenings
THE WIVES
washer and dryer, small appliances; nice dinnete set;
remodeling
cabinets and doing
REAL ESTATE -- 7 room house. 2 baths (could
You will fall in love
living room suite; coffee and end tables; hard, rock
1980 Datsun pickup, long
and restoration Call 753-8067
be a duplex) on a nice corner lot with 2 outwith this 3 bedroom
wheel base. automatic, with
maple bedroom suite; walnut bedroom suite; breakafter 5 pm.
buildings, has just been covered with
home in Canterbury
topper, black 753-2813
fast set; roll-away bed; bed frames; trundle bed, new
aluminum siding. This is a good old solid
Estates, featuring
blown in by Sears,
springs and mattresses; platform rocker; antique iron
F-100 pickup. power Insulation
1973
house. Easy walking distance to hospital docgreat room with beamsave on these high heating and
bed; walnut rocker; antique tables; antique rocker;
steering, power brakes, extors' office and grocery. Two blocks off court
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753ed cathedral ceiling
child's rocker; child's record player; dresser; rugs;
cellent condition. Call 753square. Right to reject bid is reserved. House
2310 for free estimate.
and lovely brick
5463.
linens; pictures; lots of toys; set of weights; redwood
and lot will be sold at 1200 noon. In case of
fireplace. Beautifully
you
Do
Removal.
Stump
K
&
K
lawn set; lawn mower; glass; china; cooking utensils;
1977 Ford Ranger. 4-wheel
rain. auction will be set for Oct. 4, 1980.
decorated throughout,
need stumps removed from
carnival glass and other good glass.
drive, long wheel base, very
Sale By
•
this home is . a
of
or
cleared
yard
land
your
This is a choice Auction with lots of nice mergood condition, V8, automatic,
housewife's dream at
remove
can
We
stumps'
8 Gunn, Inc.
Trevatkan
Morgan,
power steering, power brakes,
chandise.
a down-to-earth price.
below the
For information call:
106 E. 12th Stceet
mileage Call 502-753- stumps up to 24low
ground, leaving only sawdust
$70'5. New Listing at
Otto Chester's Auction Service
4951.
Benton, Ky 42025
and chips. Call for free
Kopperud Realty, 711
435.4128- Lynn Grove, Ky.
tires, low estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
Gunn, Jr.. Auctioneer
new
T.
van,
Pete
Ford
1976
Main.
You!
For
Pays
Some People's Services Pay For Them Mine
miles. $1595 Call 759-1801
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319.
Amm
Nice 3 bdr BV house
wibiath. Good location;
2 blocks from M.S.U.
Outside storage bldg.
This is a well built
housi $42,500.

POL1.UTED

it! 1964

Ifff

WINDOWS C. CARPETS

AUCTION

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE
Friday evening, September 19th, 4 p.m. at the late
Arthur and Beulah Wicker old farm home, one'mile
south of Old Taylor's Store, 3 miles west of South
Pleasant Grove Church, just off Highway 893.
All antique collector items, out buildings and attic
piled full. Highback beds, dressers, side board buffet,
little tables, dishes, trinkets, stone churns, jars, cost
iron items. Antique tools, team tools, black smith
forge and tools, if you want something it will be there.
I think! For information call

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE
435-4128, Lynn Grove, KY.

'1 2th
1°5 N

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTAT

THIS HOUSE HAS EVERYTHING
The proof is in the lookihg! Come see this beautiful 3
BR. '2's Bath brick home in Canterbury. This house *
with large living room, dining room, kitchen with cooking island, den with fireplace, and economical
heat pump could be your dream home.

IDEAL COMBINATION
(Acreage,B.V. Home,Barn)
Almost new 3 Bedroom,2 bath, B.V. home with double garage, large'5-stall stock barn with electric
lights-and water, 6.1evel acres (one in oak trees),
fenCed for horses. House has many quality features
- Entry foyer, den with fireplace (heat-o-lator),
..many spacious closets.bconoraical heat pump.Only
3 miles from city on paved road, restricted area.
Owners leaving state. Their loss your gain. In 70's.

,
•f-f
somilfmumffmon*,

SPIC &SPAN
Easy to care for Alum. Sided 3 bedroom home.
From living room a good view of the lake. Fireplace
in I,R., modern kitchen. Elec. heat. Basement rec.
room has new wood stove which heats entire house.
Attached garage. Located in Lakeway Shores. Only
$32,500.

WANT YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
On 121 N. Thriving grocery store, 2 gas pumps, all
equipment and stock inventory included. Storage
room,on large lot. Block building, appr. 1740 Sq. Ft
strong growth potential. Only $37,500.00.
Aveiro Moody 753-9036
Shropshire 753-8277
Wi
Homer Miller 753-7519

EXCELLENT INCOME PROPERTY
Brand new duplex in Northwood. Ideal rental location, two bedrooms each side, central heat and air,
many quality features. Double carport. Rents for
$570.00 monthly. In low 60's.

DESIGNED FOR HAPPY LIVING
Owner leaving state - act quickly. 1611 Parklane.
The home you've waited for, immaculate 3 BR.,
By., C. elec. air and located on a shady lot in a
quiet and stable residential area. Priced to sell at
$39,500.

"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
B.B. Nook 753-2387
Reuben Moody 753-9036

3 Bdrrn., brick with 1 car att, garage located on
Farmer Ave. near 18th Hardwood floors, formal
dining plus good sized kitchen. Large trees on 90' x
150' lot. Just $34,500- Call for appointment.

COUNTRY LIVING-CITY STYLE
This newly decorated 2 Bedroom B.V. home with
carport has many desirable extras - wall unit air
conditioner, range, refrigerator, electric heat,
draperies, large extra room could be 3rd bedroom
4
or family room. On shady, landscaped 3 acre lot.
Only $29,900. Owner would consider trade. •

Following Association's Conference

Deaths and Funerals
Rites Planned For
Radcliff Infant

Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Key, 100

Services Are Today
For Mrs. Wilkins

Governors Eye Influence In Washington

By R.D. GERSH
Associated Press Writer
Final rites for Mrs. Gertie
Daniel Aaron Radcliff,
WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
Jones Wilkins are being held
stillborn infant son of Mr and
APt — The chief executives
today at 2 p.m at the chapel of
Mrs. Michael Radcliff, was
of the Southern Governors'
Funeral services tor Mrs. the Max Churchill Funeral
born Tuesday at the MurrayAssociation — stretching from
Lena Key, widow of J. Oscar Home with Harold Irvin ofCalloway County Hospital.
the Virgin Islands to
He is survived by his Key, will be held Friday at 2 ficiating. The song service will
Oklahoma — have left their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. be by singers, led by Ernie
conference with an eye on
Radcliff, Route 1, Buchanan, Churchill Funeral Home with Bailey, from the University
their influence in Washington.
Tenn., and his grandparents. the Rev. Billy Turner and the Church of Christ where she
Strengthening the region's
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Lan- Rev. Lawson Williamson of- was a member.
and presumably
cohesiveness
are
pallbearers
as
Serving
ficiating.
and
Ind.,
Columbus,
caster.
Burial will follow in the Eugene • Rogers, Barkley then its impact, many of the
Mr. and Mrs. Clevester
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Jones, Douglas Junes, Mark governors said Wednesday,
Radcliff, West Vaden,Ind.
was this year's time-and costFriends may call at the Jackson, Greg Clayton, and
Graveside services will be
of regional
held Friday at 2 p.m. at Col- funeral home after 6 p.m. to- Mike Rogers. Burial will saving scheduling
follow in the Murray City agency meetings, on which
umbus, Ind. The local ar- day Thursday.
may governors sit, at the conMrs. Key, 100, died Wednes- Cemetery.
rangements were by the J. H.
Mrs. Wilkins, 85, a resident vention.
day at 1 a.m. at the MurrayChurchill Funeral Home
The Southern States Energy
Calloway County Hospital. of 1635 Miller Avenue, MurShe was born Oct. 19, 1879.
ray, died Tuesday at 730 a.m. Board, the Southern Growth
She is survived by four at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Policies Board the Southern
daughters — Mrs. W. B. Her husband, Chester Wilkins, Regional Education Board
and two regional commissions
Wilson, Murray Route 7, Mrs. died Oct. 23, 1972.
Rella • Robinson, Chesterton,
She is survived by two met during the conference's
HARLAN, Ky. i API
Ind., Mrs. T. L. Barnes, Tam- daughters, Mrs. Wade four days.
"I don't want to call it
Governor „John Y Brown Jr. pa. Fla.. and Mrs. Martha I Kathryne i Holley, Puryear,
will be is Harlan Thursday. Gough, Colorado Springs, Tenn., and Mrs. Bennie (BetAccording to a spokesman for Colo.; one son, James W. Key, ty) Jackson, Murray; one son,
the governor. Brown will meet Murray Route 7; eight grand- Billy Wilkins, St. Louis,Mo.;
with Harlan County Judge- children; J2 great grand- _sister,. Mrs; Toy....Darney,_
Executive Tipton Baker children; two great great Sedalia; seven grancrnIFeti;
Thursday morning in front of grandchildren.
six great grandchildren.
Land Between The Lakes
the Harlan County Courthouse
LBL ) will host the seventh
to present a coal severance
America's largest flag is
annual Piney Camper's Fair
check.
inure than 21 stories high and
at Piney Campground off U.S.
Scheduled to accompany weighs 7 tons. Each of the stars
Highway 79 in the southern
Brown are Finance Secretary in the two-acre flag measures
portion of LBL,Sept. 19 to 21.
Human
Atkins.
The
are
stripes
feet across.
George
Special programming will
Grady
feet
long,
and
411
high
hifeet
Secretary
Resources
for Albert
recreational equipfuneral
include
The
eo(
to
National
;iccording
rransportation
Stumbo, and
ment displays, a flea market,
Buck) Buchanan of Murray
graphic.
Secretary Frank Metts
Route 3 is being held today at 2 puppet show,square and disco
dances, live entertainment,
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral tournaments, and other acHome with Henry Hargis of- tivities.
The fair is open to all
ficiating.
Pallbearers are James registered campers .in LBI.;
Boyd Buchanan, Leroy Dirck, all events on Saturday, Sept.
Toy Mason, Flavil Robertson, 20, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Hinron Craig, and Paul Sunday, Sept. 21, from 11 a.m.
Jackson. Burial will follow in
the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Buchanan, 68, was pronounced dead on arrival at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Tuesday at 12:05
$2 off any large. $1 off any small
p.m. He was stricken ill while
fishing.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ruby Darnell BuChanan;
sister, Mrs. Beulah Drye.
Louisville; brother, John
Buchanan, Murray.

Gov. Brown To
Meet With
Harlan Officials

got out of the lions they and their staffs will
states' rights, but that's what Mississippi Gov. William mation they private
discus- have tq face.
and
public
Nigh
George
Winter.
Gov.
it is," said
"I can't say I have any one

"We have to bind together to sions.
of Oklahoma. "The governors
thing to take back. It's an acGov. Harry Hughes of
want more strength back to gain influence in Washington.
cumulative process," said
potential
the
cited
Maryland
their regions and their We have to utilize that inDalton.
of
shortage
a
of
problems
fluence," said Kentucky Gov.
states."
Brown, in office less than a
docof
and
surplus
a
teachers
Nigh, who admitted he had John Y. Brown Jr., who deridyear, said "It's helpful
Gov.
and
South,
the
in
tors
dragged his- feet on the ed suggestions the far-flung
Jr. of North especially for a new governor.
meeting consolidation, came chief executives won't be able James B. Hunt
the brief- We have kindred problems."
mentioned
Carolina
away calling it ''the beginning to come together on anything.
for
"It's not a matter of agree- ing on interstate compacts
of a new approach in goverwaste
radioactive
low-level
issue;
single
on
every
The
ment
future
conferences..
nors'
of the South is going to be a just the substantial ones," he disposal.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) -"I dri't know if someone
said.
combined effort."
2,000 school
At the talk-dominated con- was pressing ahead on com- More than
"I think we've a strong foun"That's the librarians are expected to atdation for a strcager fc:2" 17, ference, the governors agreed pacts," he said.
governors have tend the first annual conWashinton for our regional enough to pass resolutions kind of things
ference of the American
views," outgoing chairman calling for federal financial to know.
The governors agreed they Association of School
Gov. John Dalton of Virginia support for drought-plagued
in Louisville Sept.
farmers and urging Congress came away with a general Librarians
said.
and solu- 25-28.
"We're concerned about to authorize and authorize in- sense of problems
establishing a better relation- terstate agreements on the
ship with the federal govern- disposal of low-level nuclear
1111
1
Ag41
011111r0:11RTgliill"
% •
Mtn
:
ment...away front the wastes.
of
Gov. Richard Riley South
categorical grant system and
toward more responsbility on Carolina, who sponsored the
the local level," said resolutions, admitted their ef•
fect "will not be overpowering
in any sense.. But out expressions will get published. It's
material to go to your congressrnen With." • - •
Incoming association chairto 4 p.m. are open to the man Gov. Carlos Romeropublic.
Barcelo of Alert° Rico admitted he expected the position to
'80 Riviera Demonstrator
The event is sponsored by help in his search for
the Kentucky and Tennessee statehood.
Loaded with acc. Approx. 14,000 miles,
National Campers and Hikers
"We will show that the South
white w/saddle interior
Association; the Good Sam is opening its arms. Our op$10,800
Clubs of western Kentucky ponents have said the South
and Tennessee; 1131. Area would be opposed," Romero
Ministry; Western Kentucky said.
Recreation Vehicle Dealers
Although he has not asked
Kentucky for his colleagues' support,"I
Association;
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuirit' GM Ports
Coachmen Clubs; Dover and have no doubts I will get help
Okg QUALM
Stewart County Chambers of from individual governors and
GM
UNICE Rims
441 South
753-2617
Commerce; the Jaycees, their congressmen," he said.
MRS
az/MIA1
Business and Professional
Some of the governors menWomen, and Kiwanis Clubs of tioned specific ideas or infor- -a- Ars:
Dover, Tenn.; and LBL.

Librarians To Meet
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LBL To Host Annual
Piney Camper's-Fair

Final Rites Being
Held Today For
'Buck' Buchanan
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SERTA PERFECT SLEEPE

Military Construction
Appropriations Bill
Okayed By Senate

12th 8. Chestnut
759-4646
One.upon per parir per s !sit at

participating Pizza Hut` restaurant,
r good only on regular menu price,

Through Sept 23
v•alue I/20cent redempt
1980 Pizraliut.

.

FACTORY
UNAUTHORIZED

Pizza
%But,

F

4ib

4

CRASS FURNITURE

NEW PAN PIZZA

$200 r.h

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

$200

—The
WASHINGTON (
Senate today approved a
military construction appropriations bill that includes
nearly $20 million for beginning the conversion of defense
department energy plants to
coal.

"MK

Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky.

Today's
Woman
Puts It All
Together
Herself
—Smart men know you
don't have to follow every
fad
—Now today's women can
find the same look with
Buckingham Ray's tailored
clothing
—Like this polyester and
wool Hopsack Blazer with
a choice of skirts or slacks.

It's A Look That's
Always In Fashion

uttungbani Rap, ILO
Traditional Clothing For Gentlemen and Ladies
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5 p.m

,
You have only 4 days to
have the super savings
on this combination of
famous Serta sleeping
comfort. For 4 days only
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday we will
sell you the box springs
at ' 2 price when you buy
the mattress at our
everyday low price.

Balanced firmness with support and
comfort is assured with Serb's
confamous Perfect Sleeper'
struction. This is the mattress that's
awake and working while you sleep!
Under the rich, quilted cover, Synchroflex coils respond to Our every
move while Sertaliner bands
distribute your weight evenly over
the surface. Twin edge design lets
you sleep to the edge of the bed.
gives up to 20% more sleeping space.
Comfort cushioning prevents coil feel
and pocketing to provide comfort
with deep support. Hove comfortable
sleep and comfortable savings!

--;4i8""

SIGNATURE i
MATTRESS
Box Spring 1/2 Price
Totpl Set Price

KING
FULL QUEEN
TWIN
s 1 39.95 '169.95 '214.98 '284.98
+69.97 +84.97 +107.49 +142.49
$209.92 '254.92
2 pc. Set
2 pc. Set

'322.47 '427.47
2 pc. Set

3 pc. Set

